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I'm just back from our MUOC contest
efforts, which you can read about elsewhere
in this Digest. We certainly had some fun
and games with the weather! Trish Cheadle,
returning with an XYL's perspective, also
tells of the demise of Neville's 40m Yagi. I
daresay other CDXC members suffered too,
in one of the worst wind storms for quite
some time. Hopefully you are all back up
and running, and working that DX (what
DX, I hear you ask!). Indeed, the bands
haven't been at their finest, and this
morning I am watching spots for V63RE,
K80, etc. from southern Europe, while I'm
not hearing a dicky bird. Maybe one of our
5B4 members would like to contribute a
piece on how good propagation is from
down there, and really rub it in!
What is a QSO?

Logo ordered/in stock

Garments ordered

Additional text @ £3.00 per line
Sub-Total
P&P £1.75 1 st item, £1.25 additional items
Note: Bomber jackets £3.50 P&P
CALL SIGN:
I TOTAL:

Garments received

Order completed/
Despatched

When G3LAS and I gave a talk on DXing at
the HF Convention, one topic which arose
was what constitutes a QSO. Wayne Mills,
N7NG, who was sitting at the hack,
confirmed that, for DXCC purposes at least,
no minimum signal report is required, so
effectively a QSO is simply an exchange of
callsigns. Indeed, when working a DX
station in a pile-up, the only callsign that is
actually mentioned is often yours. Paul

EI5DI has been conducting a campaign to
have RS(T) removed from contest
exchanges, on the basis that it is redundant
information. In some local contest events in
various parts of the world, this is already the
case.
Which makes what I am listening to while I
type this rather an anomaly. A DX station
has just made his own list, and is working
his way down it. This seems very much like
doubling handling. He already has the
callsigns, so what is the purpose of
returning to these stations a second time for
a redundant exchange of signal report?
Personally, at least as far as contests are
concerned, I like to see an exchange of
something which cannot be guessed or
obtained from an existing database. This
probably means a randomly-generated
number of some sort. Maybe, with the
arrival of Logbook of the World, ARRL
might consider something similar for
DXpeditions. Only if the number in the
applicant's log correspondents with that
which is recorded in the DXpedition's log
as having been sent will credit be given.
Don't hold your breath for such a
development, though!
73 Don G3XTT

YOUR NAME:
ADDRESS:

AQUARIAN
Quarryhill Cottage
Justinhaugh
By Forfar
Angus, DD8 3TQ
Tel: 01307 860 350
POST CODE: Fax: 01307 860 350
TELEPHONE:
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Chairman's Chat
John Butcher, G3LAS

Having just re-read my CC for September,
I'm wondering what has happened to
summer. There is a distinctly autumnal feel
to the air today. Perhaps I should have
tackled those antenna projects a few weeks
ago ..... Oh, well! At least there are signs of
the bands stirring. ZL7C is a good signal on

three bands this morning and I even worked
VK6JQ on 6m, so things are looking up.
It's only a week since the HF and IOTA
Convention which turned out to be a great
success in spite of the enforced change of
venue. Very good attendance and an
excellent programme combined to make for

a thoroughly enjoyable weekend. It was
good to meet so many CDXC members "in
the flesh". A quick check at the DX Dinner
revealed that well over half the audience
were members, not perhaps surprising for
the premier HF DX event in the calendar. It
is gratifying to be able to report that our
recent membership drive has boosted our
numbers to around 575, subject to receipt of
a few outstanding subs.

Summer Social. Reserve Saturday 20 July
2003 for our next spectacular, venue to be
decided.
We are already four months into the new
CDXC year. You will be pleased to hear
that we have decided to present the first
CDXC Local Heroes Award to Robert
Felicite, 3B9FR. His call sign was as
prominent among the nominations as it is on
the bands and the Committee is delighted to
recognise the contribution Robert has made
to the hobby from the Rodrigues Islands
over many years. Don't forget to make your
nominations now for next year's award. We
will no doubt early forward the call signs
from last year's list, but you may well wish
to suggest others. At the moment an e-mail
to Jim, G3RTE, awards@cdxc.org.uk , is
the preferred route. Please check our web
site www.cdxc.org.uk for the criteria.

On the subject of subscriptions, you will
recall — oh yes you do! - that the AGM
approved in principle an increase for 20034, to help us keep income in line with rising
costs and to enable us to maintain our level
of support of DXpeditions. The Committee
has now decided that this increase is
inevitable, the old rate having been
unchanged for several years. Therefore you
will shortly be receiving from Nigel a note
and an invitation to modify your standing
order instructions or to start one if you
currently pay by another method. You will
also receive an SAE addressed to me, which
we hope will encourage you to deal with the
paperwork as soon as possible. This will
greatly ease Nigel's task when the New
Year comes round next July. The new rates
will be £15 for the UK, Channel Islands and
BFPOs, and £20 or $30 for other areas.
There will still be a 50% reduced rate, partyear membership for anyone joining after 31
December 2003.

Another topic raised at the last AGM was
that of distributing the Digest by e-mail.
Although this is technically feasible, there
are a number of negative points. These
include the format conversion of
photographs and advertising pages and, of
course, the well-known problem that many
people change their e-mail addresses as
often as 1 change my socks. Our advertisers
would not be very enthusiastic and there is a
high proportion of fixed costs which means
that the savings would not be great. In the
circumstances, the Committee has decided
not to pursue this further at the present time.

On the subject of subscriptions, Nigel has
received a few renewals in duplicate. We
are not sure in every case if the excess is a
donation (as it often is) or an oversight. If
anyone thinks they may have unwittingly
overpaid and would like a refund, please
contact Nigel, G4KIU.

In recent months, we have sought opinions
about CDXC support for expeditions which
are primarily of interest for the IOTA
programme. The few replies were evenly
split, so we decided to keep the present
policy of not donating directly to these trips.
However, it is clear that many members do
have an interest in IOTA and we could
certainly gain good publicity by being
associated with it. We have therefore
decided to make a one-off donation of $400
to the Islands Radio Expedition Foundation
(IREF) in return for which we will be able
to get several articles for publication in the
Digest. This will be repeated in future years

On a more palatable note, we have now
fixed the date for the 2003 Annual Dinner.
Following last year's success, we have
booked again for the Boxmoor Lodge Hotel
in Hemel Hempstead on Saturday 22 March.
Further details will follow in due course, but
please put this in your diaries.
It's early days, but you may appreciate also
a note of the date for next year's AGM and
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How to fill in the Standing Order form.
1. The form should be addressed to (To) your bank and branch.
2.

Write your CALLSIGN in the 'Quoting Reference' box. This is very important as it is the
way your subscription is identified in the CDXC bank statements.

3.

Enter the current subscription applicable (currently £12 or £17, then £15 or £20 from July
2003) in the 'Amount in figures' and 'Amount in words' boxes.

4.

Enter the same subscription in the 'Amount of first payment'

5.

Enter your account details in the 'Name of account to be debited' box and your account
number in the 'Account number' box.

6.

Complete the bottom part of the form with your name, address, date and don't forget to sign
it.

7. THE COMPLETED FORM SHOULD BE SENT TO YOUR BANK BRANCH
WHICH LOOKS AFTER YOUR ACCOUNT.
8.

It helps the Treasurer if you also tell him that you intend to pay by Standing Order in future.

9.

Check your bank statements after the first payment should have been made that your bank
are executing the order correctly.

10. Thank you for helping CDXC by paying your subscription by standing order.

CDXC GOODS
The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.
PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.
KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.
RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.
REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.
PRICING
Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:
Replacement Badge:

£2.50
£1.50
£6.00
£2.50

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to MOBJL (address on p.2).
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if funds permit.
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We estimate that about 220 members
worked the 2001 Russian "Lost Arctic
Islands" expedition stations MOB, RUOB
and R3CA/0. Several of the members of this
group were at the Convention and CDXC
has agreed to distribute their QSLs to UK
operators who were not present to collect
them in person. About 170 of you should
have received these rather rare cards with
this issue of the Digest. The numbers
involved are surprisingly large and support
the idea that many CDXC members are
IOTA-minded. There were probably about
600 UK stations altogether in the Russian
logs, another high figure and the ratio of
CDXC members to the total is further
evidence of the prominence of our Club in
the UK DX scene. It has not escaped our
notice that there are also about 300 more
potential members out there who have
received an invitation to join us along with
their cards.
We have discussed frequently the possibility
of CDXC events outside the general area of
the SE and Thames Valley. Sadly, when this
has been tried in the past, it has not been a
resounding success. However, we are still
keen to follow up any suggestions such as
those received recently from members in

Derbyshire and in the South West. The
Committee feels that the local members
must take any such initiative if it is to
succeed. We would be happy to help with
some of the costs, for example publicity. No
doubt some of us might also be persuaded to
attend and sample the various local brews.
Another way in which we might infiltrate
the wider world of amateur radio is by
offering to give presentations to clubs and
other groups. As you will know, we have
many members who are among the most
experienced and successful amateurs in the
UK. It would be possible for us to arrange
talks to interested groups on many radio
topics. If any member would either like to
offer such a talk or if anyone in a club has a
vacant slot to fill, please contact our
secretary Shaun, MOBJL, and we will
compile a list of offerings.
So there it is, another CC completed. It
seems silly to be wishing people a Happy
Christmas in the middle of October, but it
will be the New Year before the next Digest
appears. Let's hope that before then you will
all have a few more DXCC entities, islands
or even lighthouses in the log.
73 es god dx
John, G3LAS
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A warm welcome to the 37 new members
who have joined during the past two
months. I hope you all enjoy CDXC, do try
and join us at our next socials. These are the
Annual Dinner on Saturday 22 March 2003
and the AGM & Summer Social on
Saturday 20 July 2003. Please make a note
of these dates, these get-togethers are
usually well attended with around 50-60
present. Do bring your other halves.
Many of the new members joined as a result
of our September marketing initiative
followed by a visit to our stand at the
RSGB HF & IOTA Convention. This two-
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pronged approach also worked well last
year; this year we were also able to
publicise the HF Convention in our mail
shot.
At the HF Convention CDXC was asked by
the Russian team who operated as RUOB
(AS-057) and RIOB (AS-l56) to help with
the distribution of their QSL cards to UK
stations. Many of us have been waiting
since April 2001 for these cards. We
decided to distribute these cards directly in
order to avoid any further delays through
the bureau. Some 170 members will find

their cards enclosed with this Digest.
It is very interesting to me to see how many
CDXC members worked two very rare
IOTAs. Taking into account the fact that
quite a few members collected their cards at
the convention I estimate that around 40%
of our UK members worked these two
stations. This is a much higher figure than I
would have estimated and, I believe, shows
a substantial increase in the number of our
members pursuing the IOTA Programme.
A suggestion — let's have more UK stations
in the IOTA annual listings and honour roll.
There are still some European countries
with more participants than the UK
including Germany and Italy. The awards
are easy to apply for, you can use a
computer disk, but you must have valid
cards. And, of course this is an RSGB
award.
As a further initiative, we mailed
RUOB/RIOB cards to 284 potential members
together with an invitation to join CDXC.
This has proved to be a much appreciated
initiative, extracts of some of the early
responses follow:

"What an unexpected surprise! What looked
like just another mailshot contained two
new IOTA QSLs. A nice start to the day!"
"This is great publicity for the CDXC and,
in my opinion, is in the best spirit of
amateur radio. I feel sure that the costs will
be repaid many times over with new
memberships as a result. I even feel dutybound to apply for membership myself
now!"
"Many thanks for the RUOB QSL card and
enclosures. The very least I can do now is
apply for membership of CDXC in the near
future."
"It was very kind of CDXC to mail the cards
direct and I will now be joining CDXC in
support of its objectives."
"Thanks etc
when I reach the magic 100
I shall look forwarding to joining."
I mentioned earlier our stand at the HF
Convention. Many of you will have seen the

attractive display that we have made up of
QSLs from DXpeditions that we have
supported. Of these many DXpeditions, we
are missing only five cards as follows:
•

3D2CT & 3D2CU, Conway Reef,
March 1995

•

AH4/AHOW, Midway Island, August
1996

•

CY9AA, St Paul Island, June 1997

•

KH5/N4BQW, Palmyra Island, October
1997

•

HK3JJH/HKOM, Malpelo, April 2001

Can any member loan me these cards or let
me have JPEGs of the front of the cards.
Please drop me an e-mail or note before
sending them though. Note the dates of the
operations — these are particularly important
as there were other operations under some
of these calls that we did not sponsor.
I hope everyone enjoyed the HF
Convention, certainly I did. An excellent
programme, as ever. It was good that the
Convention Organising Committee was able
to find an alternative location to the
Beaumont when it became unavailable.
However, I really hope that somewhere else
can be found next year rather than the Savill
Court. Soup at £4.95 and beer at £3 per pint
is just a bit over the top!
While writing this, there is a huge storm
passing through Hertfordshire with winds
well over 70 mph, possibly even 80 mph.
Shaun MOBJL is operating the `NUG station
in the CQWW SSB Contest, single band on
15m. The 40m beam is now vertical, the
stub mast having buckled just above the
head unit. The roof of the garden shed is
next door having flown about 200m and
there is all sorts of debris in the garden. A
healthy 10 inch branch has come down from
one of our oak trees. I've just said to Shaun
that he needs to press on quickly before the
C3 I XR takes off. It's an impressive sight
with the tips of the elements parallel to the
boom on occasions! I hope other members
fared better; this storm seems to be almost
as bad as the one in October 1987. I can see

DX AND EVENTS CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)
till 31/12
till 31/12
till Jan
till 29/12
till 31/12
till 2004
till 01/06
till June
till Jan
till 01/01
till 31/12
till 31/12
till June
till 2003
till 2003
till Dec
till December
till April
till February
Oct-Feb
till 30/11
till 24/11
till 22/11
till 22/11
10/11-02/12
11/11-25/11
13/11-18/11
14/11-19/11
15/11-26/11
18/11-09/12
18/11-21/11
19/11-27/11
20/11-01/12
20/11-24/11
21/11-06/12
22/11-26/11
23/11-24/11
November
November
02/12-08/12
02/12-05/12
04/12-11/12
04/12
06/12-09/12
11/12-12/12

4D70 and DZ70: special prefixes (Philippines)
6J1, 6J2, 6J3, 6F1: special prefixes (Mexico)
8N1OGA: Ogasawara
AY, L5, L6: special prefixes (Argentina)
AY8XW: Radio Club Ushuaia
CN2PM: Morocco by G3WQU
J28UN: Djibouti by F8UNF
JWOHU: Spitsbergen (EU-026) by SP3GVX
KC4/N2TA: "East Camp" (WABA K-12) by RW1AI
OA/PA3GFE: Peru
OPOGS, special event station (Belgium)
OP1A: special event station
P5/4L4FN: North Korea
RW1AI/ANT & R1ANC: Vostok Base
T3OES: Butaritari (0C-017), W. Kiribati by N1JSY
TT8ZZ: Chad by F5PTM
VKOMQI: Macquarie Island (AN-005)
XT2ATI: Burkina Faso by EA4ATI
ZL5CP: "Scott" base (WABA ZL-02, AN-011)
FR5KH & FR5KH/J: Reunion & Juan de Nova by F5IRO
HP100RCP: special event station (Panama)
3C2MV: Bioko (AF-010), Equatorial Guinea by VE6J0
LU & CE8 islands by F5JY, F5TYY, F6BFH, F6EGG, F9IE
C21RH: Nauru (OC-031) by VK8RH
PJ2/PAOVDV: Curacao (SA-006)
TM5CW (France) by F5SJB
VK9LI: Lord Howe Island (OC-004) by JAOSC
5R8HA: Nosy Komba (AF-057) by G3SWH
CYOMM: Sable Island (NA-063) by VE3NZ, VE3EY, VE3NE
5WOVF: Samoa (0C-097) by W7TVF
JI3DST/6: Okinawa (AS-017)
T88JA & T88FS: Palau (OC-009) * by JA6VZB & JH6RTO
C56R & C53M: The Gambia by OH9MM and others
XT2DX: Burkina Faso by Gs and Ws
JI3DST/6: Miyako Island (AS-079)
K2G: Guam (OC-026) by JAS
9M6NA: Labuan Island (OC-133) by JE1JKL
R1ANF/p: Escudero Base (WABA CE-11)
ZS7/ZS4AGA: "E-Base" (WABA ZS-04)
K9V: US Virgin islands (NA-106) by Ws
VK2IAY/p: Lady Elliot Island (OC-142) by GOUIH
FS: St Martin by W2AZK,KF2HC,K2KJI,K2RVH,W5GJ,WA2VUN
IY9MM: special station by IT9MRM
VK2IAY/p: Fitzroy Island (0C-172) by GOUIH
VK2IAY/p: North Stradbroke Island (OC-137) by GOUIH
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CQ 160-Meter Contest CW

SSB and CW... it really does help to raise
our profile...also we shall be looking for
members to form part of the CDXC AFS
Contest Teams in January... if you would
like to take part let me know and I'll coordinate it...all are very welcome, the only
criteria being that you live within 50 Miles
of G3NUG's QTH as this is Club's official
meeting place.

25-26 Saturday 0600 - Sunday 1800
REF Contest CW
25-26 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
BARTG RTTY Sprint Contest RTTY
25-26 Saturday 1300 - Sunday 1300
UBA DX Contest SSB

Now I always think long and hard about this
sign off bit (I know it doesn't show) and in
this instance I feel I have sought out the
epitome of contest quotations...I really
would be hard pushed to sum up the fun and
games which characterise the CQ World
War season better than...

That's it for now...2 CQWWs out of the
way.. just the CW event left...it's been great
this time to have so many RTTY articles and
from a number of new contributors as
well... FB OMs one and all ...it would be
great to feature more CQWW stories next
issue so please keep them coming in...
remember it does not have to be a fully
fledged thesis on the subject, just
reminiscences, highs and lows and what you
may have learnt from the event to make for
a better score next time...please send your
articles to: -

`Contesters' Motto: Where there is no
chaos, we shall create it'
by N2MG

contests@cdxc.org.uk

73 in Paul GOWAT

I had hoped to include an article from yours

truly on the MUOC effort in CQWW Phone.
but I just ran out of time...sorry about
that...on the other hand every cloud has a
silver lining as you won't have to suffer the
reading of an extended bit of blather from
me until next issue!...

KL7Y SK
As we go to press, news is just in that KL7Y
was killed in a motor-cycle accident in
KH6. KL7Y was always an enthusiastic
contester, and almost a guarantee of that
Zone I double-mult. He was also great fun
to chat with at Dayton. He will be sorely
missed — ed.

A couple of quick reminders before I
go...please remember to put Chiltern DX
Club as your club entry in CQWW RTTY,

I'm going to be busy for the next few days
rebuilding the 40m monster! Ah well, it's
been up for over 10 years and has required
minimum maintenance. The WARC band
beam that was mounted about 4m above the
40m beam is also vertical. I guess I'll try
some moon-bounce on 40,17 or 12m! At
least the heavy duty Versatowers did well;

perhaps the 20 guys on each helped. As they
say in the US "If your antenna survives the
winter, it isn't big enough!"
Finally, a sincere thanks to Mark MODXR
and the Crystal Clear DXers for their
contribution to CDXC.

An XYL's Perspective
Trish Cheadle
At the CDXC Summer Party given by Don
and Janet at their home, one of the guests
(members) mentioned that they had enjoyed
my articles from the XYL's point of view,
and asked me if I'd do another. I can't
remember his name, but he'll know when he
reads this (if it goes to print!).
Apart from all the political traumas that are
going on in the world, my next comment
will seem quite trivial. I must admit that the
former gets far more of my attention and
heartache than the latter but, as I said, from
an XYL's point of view it's worthy of
comment.
During the night of the storm the roof from
our garage shed ended up in next door's
garden. The rest of the shed disintegrated
into a neat heap but, fortuitously, Neville
went out with his blue rope and, after
circling it around a few times, it is now
ready for him and a friend to rebuild.
Much more importantly (and you'll have to
forgive me, as I don't know the technical

terms), one of Neville's aerials is now
pointing towards Heaven. I thought perhaps
he was speaking to God. On the other hand,
is he God and speaking to all Amateur
Radio guys and gals. You've got me beat!
I think it was an act of God. Oh how cruel!!
Shaun Jarvis was spending the weekend
with us, doing a contest, and I can honestly
say, if he wins anything under these
conditions, he's wonderful.
It's not been Neville's week. The gardener
next door inadvertently cut through a few
wires whilst cutting the adjoining hedge. I
must admit, Neville was very good about it.
I didn't hear any naughty words, but he was
at the end of the garden. It's about 4pm
whilst I'm sitting here. The storm seems to
be abating and all I can see is a tangled
mess.
Well, it will give him something to do
whilst not operating. And I'll be able to do
my Hoovering!
Trish C

Committee Biography
Committee member — Mark Haynes, MODXR (2EOAPH)

Working as Junior Technician for an MoD firm, Mark, 19, is pursuing a career in Air Traffic
Control. Active on the bands now for 6 years, he won the "Young Amateur of the Year" title in
1999/2000 and the G5RP award in 2001. He was delighted to be invited on the D68C Comoros
DXpedition in 2001 and has recently been the team leader of a youngster's expedition to the
Maldives as 8Q7ZZ. Main interests in the hobby are HF DXing using CW and SSB, contesting,
DXpeditioning and running Morse classes at his local club, the Harlow and District Amateur
Radio Society.
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Sonsorol Video
The video of the T88SI trip to Sonsorol Island had its debut at the HF Convention. Following
the accolades it received there were a number of requests for copies of the tape. I am pleased to
announce that I can now supply these at £10 each including postage and packing.
The video runs for 20 minutes and gives an insight into the way of life of the 34 inhabitants of
this isolated island.
Derek Cox, G3KHZ, 18 Station Road, Castle Bytham, Grantham, Lincs. NG33 4SB

Secretary's Update

magazines or anyone who may be
interested. Thanks for your help. We hope
to see you on our screens in the contests.

Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL

CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:

16-17 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
LZ DX Contest CW
16-17 Saturday 1800 - Sunday 0700

B.A.R.T.G. RTTY SPRINT 2003
Call

Worked

Name

Location

5B4AGN

300+

Bob Henderson

Cyprus

EI5IQ

100+

Dermot Wall

Rep. Ireland

GOA BB

100+

Mick Honeywell

Hants

GOAPY

100+

George Flood

Cheshire

GODAY

245

Keith Banks

Staffs

RSGB 1.8 MHz Contest CW

SOE Single Operator Expert All Band
SOAB Single Operator All Band

23-24 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400

MO Multi-operator

23-24 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
CQ WW SWL Challenge CW

100+

Stuart Perry

Surrey

GOTPH

134

Al Home

Leics

SWL Short Wave Listener

GOTPK

120

Tony Mitchell

Herts

BANDS: 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres
Amateur bands.

GOVNI

150+

Sheila Williams

Hants

196

Andy Rennie

Yorks

G3DMQ

100+

Alan Curry

Berks

G3GMS

133+

Mike Thayne

Tyne and Wear

G31KV

212

Walter Blanchard

Surrey

G3KQN

130+

Jack Walton

Cleveland

G3MFE

200+

Dunc A ird

Milton Keynes

G3MPB

325

Roy Smith

Surrey

6301 IC

186

Graham Badger

Yorks

G3RLG

200

Tony Collorick

Dorset

G3URA

135

Dick Whittering

Herts

G4DDL

100+

Mike Pemberton

Berks

G4DDX

100+

Ron Pratt

Herts

G4DZW

289

Alan Hockey

Somerset

G4000

100+

Roger Gregory

Cornwall

G4VSS

100+

Mike Isherwood

Cheshire

G4WSB

216

Bill Mc Bowditch

Wilts

GMOSHD

150+

George Balfour

Arbroath

GM3UA

250

Stew Pairman

Isle of Arran

GM4WLN

171

Bob Cassells

Kinross

GWOJEQ

100+

Ron Wicks

Powys

MOBHK

100+

Gordon Robertson

Cornwall

MOBWY

110

David Hill

Nottingham

MOCOM

233

Dave Fryer

Hants

MOGMT

100+

Danny Clapp

West Sussex

MOLSK

204

Laurie Knott

Hants

M3ZZO

100+

James McGinty

Essex

N6TQS

160

Doug Faunt

California

PA3FQA

300+

Dick Grolleman

Netherlands

16-17 Saturday 2100 - Sunday 0100

CLASSES:

GOLRX

GOVYS

All Austrian DX Contest 160 m CW

TIME: 1200 GMT Saturday January 25th
to 1200 GMT Sunday January 26th 2003.

CQ WW DX Contest CW

Decent ber

EXCHANGE: Serial number only.

6-8 Friday 2200 - Sunday 1600

QSO POINTS:
Each completed QSO
scores one point. Stations may be contacted
again on other bands. Duplicate contacts on
the same band must be clearly marked.

ARRL 160 Meter Contest CW
14-15 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
ARRL 10 meter Contest CW/SSB

MULTIPLIERS: All DXCC countries and
JA, W, VE and VK areas count as
multipliers. Multipliers and continents count
only once in the contest regardless of band.
U.S. stations must use correct call or suffix
for area of operation.

21 Saturday 0000 - 2400
OK DX RTTY Contest RTTY
21-22 Saturday 1400 - Sunday 1400
Croatian CW Contest CW

SCORING: QSO points x Multipliers x
Continents (max 6).

28 Saturday 0000 - 2359

LOG SUBMISSION:
Logs should be
submitted in Cabrillo format by e-mail to:
ska@bartg.demon.co.uk

28-29 Saturday 1500 - Sunday 1500

RAC Canada Winter Contest CW/SSB
Stew Perry Topband Distance Challenge
CW

Mail should be sent to:
JOHN BARBER GW4SKA, PO BOX
611, CARDIFF, CF24 4UN, WALES.

January
1 Wednesday 0800 - 1100

ALL LOGS MUST BE RECEIVED BY
1st MARCH 2003

SARTG New Year Contest

Full rules and details of other BARTG
contests can be found at
http://www.bartg.demon.co.uk/

5 Saturday 1800 - Sunday 2400
ARRL RTTY Roundup Digital
12 Sunday 0900 - 1059

and now something for those diaries...

DARC 10m-Contest CW/SSB

November

19 Sunday 0000 - 2400

15 Friday 1600 - 2200

HA DX Contest CW

YO International PSK3I Contest PSK31

24-26 Friday 2200 - Sunday 1600
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overtook me and I settled for using the MP
running 150 watts to verticals in and beside
the sea. What a difference a couple of feet
of sea water makes under an antenna!

20m

272

19

80

15m

311

23

77

10m

122

18

49

CQWW with N I MMLogger was a fantastic
experience. Search and pounce is so much
more productive when you can create your
own bandmap with all the stations you hear
and come back to them when suitable to
work them. In the past it was all storing
into memories and writing down calls and
frequencies but now it is just a click of a
mouse. Conditions were fantastic with my
highlights working HC8N on five bands and
being called by FK8HN for an all-time new
country! Dunking your vertical in the sea
makes up for the I 00watts or so coming out
of the rig!

Totals

901

84

296

Multiplier Total: 380
Claimed Score: 797,240
Next year the master plan is to have
everything set up and working on the Friday
then not move until midnight Sunday!
Great to work so many G and GW stations,
+ I GU (thanks Phil) but alas nothing heard
from the rest of the UK
73 Jim MMOBQI
and now to continue this RTTY flavoured
them here is a little reminder from Phil
GUOSUP/John GW4SKA about an
upcoming event for those with and interest
in RTTY...

One problem was that my HF6V the 75 ohm
matching section of coax became an
attenuator and reduced signals by about 4 S
points. The trapped vertical stepped into the
breach and with conditions being on the
good side I don't think it caused me to lose
too many Qs.

Why don't you try...
B.A.R.T.G. RTTY SPRINT 2003

On 80m with the HF2V I could hear so
many DX stations but could get no response
from them; not sure if it was there local
noise level or my 100 watts. All in all 810
Qs and five new countries on RTTY.

The BARTG HF RTTY contest was first run
in March 1965 and is the longest running
RTTY contest in the world. . It was joined a
few years ago by the BARTG RTTY Sprint,
a 24 hour contest designed to offer non-stop
action on all the bands. One unique feature
is the exchange .. serial number only with
no time-wasting 599 report!

Now that version 2 of N I MM Logger is out
maybe it should be reviewed for the journal
as it is a great entry level logging package
which costs nothing and I feel would
certainly encourage newcomers to
contesting as it is such a great tool to use

This contest has another very important
feature .. the "Expert" class. Any station
with a top ten result in the past 3 years of
our contests must enter as an "Expert". This
gives the less experienced operator, or
someone with a less well-equipped station, a
chance of a good result in the single
operator class. Stations using two radios
will also enter as experts, because they
cannot make quick band changes in the
normal single operator class (a 5 minute
hand change rule applies).

(the Digest would be delighted to receive a
review Jim, from you or any other member!
A comparative review against Writelog, the
other major contender, would be even
better! — ed.).

Raw Scores:

80m
40m

QSOs

Zones

Mults

66

10

34

Everyone has a good chance in our contests.

130

14

56

Please help us by passing these rules on to
your local radio club, your national radio
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The CDXC Penallt Trophy and CDXC Tindle Cup
It is fast approaching that time of the year
when the days are short and the nights long.
Christmas a distant memory. To add to the
gloom the Sunspots are declining and
thoughts will be or should be turning to the
LF bands. What better way to brighten up
January 2003 by entering for both the above
cups? A chance to get those old LF aerials
fired up again to see if they work. A chance
to even try out some new designs. For the
lucky winner and runner-up a nice trophy to
put on your mantelpiece. So what do you
have to do?
The competition is open to all CDXC
members. The aim is to work as many
DXCC entities on the three LF bands 1.8,

3.5 and 7 MHz during the month of January
2003. Each DXCC entity is counted once
only. No QSL cards are required. However
should a dispute arise the Committee may
request an extract from the applicant's log.
All you have to do is send a list of DXCC
entities worked to G3RTE (g3rte@o2.co.uk )
showing DXCC entity, Callsign, Date,
Time, Band and Mode by the 28th February
2003.
Remember the winner will receive the
Penallt Trophy and the runner-up the Tindle
Cup.
Good luck to you all and let's see a record
entry.

CDXC Awards
You might be interested to know what CDXC Awards are available each year. Below is a list.
CDXC PENALLT TROPHY

For working the most DXCC entities on 1.8, 3.5 and 7 MHz bands during January each year.
CDXC TINDLE CUP

Award to the runner-up of the above.
CDXC GEOFF WATTS MEMORIAL CUP

To the Highest Non-DXpedition Station, Single UK Operator in the IOTA Contest.***
CDXC RSGB CUP

To the leading Single UK Operator in the CQWW Phone Contest.
CDXC PLAQUE

The leading Single UK Operator in the CQWW Phone Low Power Section.
CDXC PLAQUE

The leading Single UK Operator in the CQWW CW Low Power Section.
***

This cup is retained by the winner.

Winners this year are:

CDXC PENALLT TROPHY
G3LZQ

CDXC RSGB CUP

G3KHZ

CDXC TINDLE CUP

G41RN

CDXC PLAQUE
CQWW SSB

G413U0

CDXC GEOFF WATTS
MEMORIAL CUP

G4PIQ

CDXC PLAQUE
CQWW CW

GW3KDB

POSTBAG
From David G3YXX (on receiving the last
Digest): Thanks as ever Don. Just had a

andy@g3ab.net Check website for updates:
http://www.g3ab.net/9Il ab.htm

quick cruise through content before leaving
for work — as ever, looks interesting reading
for when the bands are bad yet again!

From Peter G3RZP: Take a look at this
Web page for a press cutting giving details
of Don Miller's parole. Don, ex-W9WNV,
will be remembered as one of the great
DXpeditioners of the 1960's, along with
such others as Gus Browning and the
Colvins.

Nice to work you a couple of times during
the July/August contests. My house on the
coast is now getting interesting. The fabric
of the shack is now finished, and I have
started kitting it out with the inevitable
operating position, cupboards and shelves.
1 carefully designed cable routes to the
shack, but unfortunately the carpenter has
permanently fixed one of the trap openings
at a 90 degree change of direction which has
so far precluded me 12room making cable
runs from the roof void to the shack needless to say this is top of the snagging
list!

•

I was frankly pleased with the results of this
and I began to pick up speed again, making
mini runs at the rate of one caller per four or
five CQs and alternating with a pouncing
sweep. The QSO rate picked up as did the
multipliers from both NA and EU — or at
least on 15; 10 metres proved to be very
surly and I was really disappointed with the
score there.

www.thedesertsun.comMews/stories/loca1/1
027736792.shtml (see also Nice to Know —
ed.). CDXC members may also be interested
to know that I have been asked by IARU to
represent amateur radio interests at ITU
Task Group 1/8, which is concerned with
UWB, Ultra Wide Bandwidth. At the
moment, that only concerns frequencies
above 1 GHz, but who knows where it could
end?

During the summer I have added a rig to my
collection, a TS2000 which is used /p and
/m HFNHF/6M.
Again thanks for the copy.

From Andy, GOVUH: Hi there, I shall be
going to Gambia from Jan 10-17 2003 for
DX and a holiday. I'm just waiting for
confirmation from telecommunications in
Gambia to issue me the callsign. I shall be
taking an Icom 706 Yaesu FT-I00,
Multiband vertical and ZX-Yagi beam and
will be operating 20 to 10m from 07:00 BST
every day. QSL via RSGB or direct to
GOVUH. Update and info on callsign will
appear on my webpage on QRZ.COM .

From Ray HSO/H3NOM (now HSOZDZ):
News from Thailand.
CDXC members, 9M6CT, K3ZO/HSOZAR,
HSO/G3NOM and HSO/G4UAV had a
"working" lunch with John KP2A and his
XYL Carol, and Martin G4UQF in the
Sukhothai Hotel in Bangkok on 8th
September 2002. John was on a stopover on
his way to Bhutan to operate as A52DX
from the Bhutan Ham Centre.

From David G4EDR (copy of letter sent to
Hertfordshire Display plc, who print the
new-style CDXC QSL cards): Hello Gordon,

73 de Ray

Many thanks for my QSL cards, which were
received on Monday. I would like to thank
you for the very high quality of the cards
and the extremely efficient way in which
your company processed my order. I would
have no hesitation in recommending your
service to other members of CDXC.

From Andy, G3AB (ex G4ZVJ): I will be in
Freetown, Sierra Leone from 7 November
for several weeks. I plan to be QRV as
9LIAB on all bands 160m-6m mainly CW.
QSL via G3AB, Andy Chadwick, 5 Thorpe
Chase, Ripon, North Yorkshire HG4 IUA.
E-mail requests for bureau QSL cards to:

Regards, David - G4EDR.
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The upshot of all this was that I met my 10
QSO/hr objective despite the breaks and
thereby exceeded my last year QSO tally by
19. However the multiplier totals were 11
down and the consequent total score failed
to reach last year's level. I wonder how the
QRO gang did?

What did I learn from this little effort? .
Firstly there is a big difference between a
country specific test and a world wide one.
For IOTA or CQWW everyone is likely to
take spells at CQing and allowing plentiful
hunt and pounce opportunities. For a
country specific test the target country ops
are better off hogging a frequency for runs
most of the time with only occasional
hunting trips. Whether QRP or QRO one
has to adapt accordingly. Secondly, midday
seems to be a good time to take time out.
Finally, I have decided
that
with
propagation on the downturn I will go QRO
next year for this test! The one watt
challenge will get too tough for this kind of
contest and I might have a look at CQWW!

As night fell 1 was intrigued to note that a
group of G stations started to come in here
on ground wave at signals peaking S7 to 9.
G4BUE and G2QT were especially notable.

•

during the previous eleven and a half hours
totally escapes me. Likewise my last caller,
VE3EWW, had a serial of 71. Something
about the fog of war I suppose_

I greatly missed the thrill of working Brian,
9J2B0, this year. I hope all is well with
him.

As the afternoon wore on I did get a bit fed
up with ghostly G stations coming up on my
frequency unaware of my efforts. GM3CFS
seemed to have a special knack of following
me for a while as I desperately tried to find
and run a clear spot. I do not, by the way,
blame him as I am sure he could not hear
me at all, but it just illustrates the problems
of being QRP.

73 Peter G3RZP

73 de G3YXX

In the event I got back on at 1430z and soon
worked BW3/UA3VCS on 15 for a very
tasty one followed a little later by ZA/Z35M
on 10. At 1600 the WAG test ended and,
with the available DX CQing stations all
seeming to have been worked, I decided my
strategy had to change from the usual hunt
and pounce typical of QRP operating and I
had to behave like the QRO boys and find a
frequency to pound out CQs. The DLs now
being QRT this was going to be feasible.

Excellent lan...and now a 3rd report on
experiences during CQ/RJ RRTY,from Jim

After 1710 the going got horribly sticky
with very low NA activity and I ended up
having a 15-minute QSO with W1PUG
before reverting to the serious stuff again. I
also was cheeky enough to get 9H IZA to
QSY to 10m for a multiplier but the same
trick with ZC4DW did not work as
propagation was completely out by the time
I tried. In the last hour I was suddenly
discovered by some fairly serious
contenders from the States and finished with
a flourish, being called by TA3BN and
VE3EWW for new multipliers. I am still
puzzled how, in the last hour, I was called
by LZ3NY who had a serial number of 103.
How we had not heard each other before

A few of my experiences in CQ/RJ
WW RTTY 2002
By Jim MMOBQI
What a weekend! The station was set up in
our holiday caravan right beside the beach
35 miles east of Edinburgh.
Band conditions were perfect and it was
wall to wall RTTY in the lower parts of the
bands. I managed about 24 hours operating
time with the off times split between sleep,
putting up verticals in the (very cold) sea
and testing the N1MM Logging program.
The intention was to work SO2R but events
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the lectures. I would say the main ones
being antenna-related. I think it is time for
me to move on and experiment with
something other than the 'A G5RV, but
that's not to say I am totally against using
this type of antenna because it has allowed
me to work 188 DXCC and gain a Bronze
Award in the IOTA Millenium Programme,
but to continue to improve year on year then
experimentation is what this hobby is all
about, so which Backyard antenna is next
for me?
QSOs

Points

Zones

States

and I had made 105 QSOs with 53
multipliers allowing for three hours off. As
the week before this year's test had seen
some pretty lively conditions on 10 and 15 I
had high hopes of doing better. However
soon after appearing on the bands about 30
minutes after the start time 1 found that it
was not going to be a duffers delight. First
QSO was with Des, ZC4DW, who moaned
that things were poor his way. However in
my first hour I had 17 QSOs in the log and
this was well in advance of the 10 per hour I
had set myself as a goal.
The problem seemed to be that signals of
any strength on both bands were very
strictly confined to a belt from the upper
Baltic, through EU Russia and down to the
Balkans. The VK and JA signals were very
limited and certainly not one-watt meat. As
last year I was very impressed by the keen
support of the LZ and U contingent - thanks
guys!

DX

80m

0

0

0

0

0

40m

91

203

13

31

9

20m

158

383

28

46

16

15m

80

184

16

29

8

10m

137

350

32

37

17

Totals

466

1120

89

143

50

As in previous years the concurrent WAG
contest was a real problem for me as a
QRPer as, along with the QRO Gs, the DLs
were lined up across the band but out of
skip and making it difficult for me to find a
slot which was not soon filled by QRO
stations totally unaware of my presence.

Multiplier Total: 282
Claimed Score: 315,840
73 John Hrycan MOBEX
FB John and we trust you had a good time
on GD during CQWW SSB...and non' over
to Ian...

The other pattern which proved a challenge
was that most of the DX stations being
worked were cherry-picking G or DL and
not calling CQ themselves. This became a
real issue as I soon worked all the CQers
and emptied the pool. By 1000z I was very
relieved that short skip developed to DL on
15 and I could at least fill up the QSO score
with a bag of WAG stations, but wasn't
doing much for my multipliers!

VIEW FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE
HEAP - THE RSGB 21/28 MHZ CW
CONTEST 2002 ON ONE WATT
by Ian G3KZR

Liking a bit of a challenge, I decided again
to try the CW leg of the RSGB 21/28 MHz
contest with my QRP rig which I run at one
watt out. It will do a bit more but as I cannot
run the 10 watts allowed as QRP I decided
to stick within my self imposed QRP limits.
Actually, I think the RSGB is anachronistic
in continuing to regard 10 watts as QRP.
Modem equipment and antennas are such
that 10 watts are really not a challenge any
more. Note G4EDG's performance last year
(and I know Steve will agree with me).
Last year had been fun with good conditions

An hour and a half later the DLs faded
below my workable level and I was left
grinding out an ever slower QSO rate and
ever increasing DL presence as they shifted
HF from 40 and 20. I was relieved to be
summoned to Sunday lunch at 1311 and
took a break for an hour and a half, knowing
that it would not now be long before the
WAG test ended and the focus would be on
the UK test.
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Hi Editor, here is
Maury the 425dxn webmaster. Would you
please take a look at the Sonsorol Ham
Radio project and suggest it to your readers?
It's a nice idea to stimulate young guys in
the island learning ham fundamentals and
then help them to install a radio station. If
you want to check the url is:
http://www.sonsorol.com/ham_radio/index_
eng.htm We (G3KHZ, IZICRR, IT9YRE)
activated T88SI last February. Thanks in
advance and best 73.
From Maury, IZICRR:

him. I replied in TALK mode but got the
reply Station Not Connected - so I sent the
info via the cluster as a spot. This is not
something I do normally, in fact I think this
is the first time. George G3NOH asked me
why I had not used TALK mode. I said that
I had. On further investigation by George it
turned out that the other G station was
connected via the Internet. You cannot talk
to other stations who are connected to the
packet cluster on the internet via the
'normal' VHF packet cluster, but there is no
way of knowing this at present. (Maybe an
indicator can be added to internet users
calls). There is enough clutter on the cluster
without causing any more, what's the
advice/opinion of the CDXC ? Be ignorant
and ignore it or keep the reply short ?

i1-21171/IZICRR Maurizio Bertolino
Hi Don, Today I
spotted 8N I OGA (Ogasawara) on the
cluster and another G station came back to
me in Talk mode asking if I could still hear
From Glynn, GW4MVA:

73s Glynn, GW4MVA

IRCs For Sale
G3XTT has several hundred IRCs for sale. First corners get new style ones. 55p each plus sae.
-

NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed.)
DX Spots Web Page

"the southernmost DXer in our country"
was on in every pileup with his old vertical
and a very nice set up, but full of patience to
work that "hard one". Honest, true, a real
"whole guy", [who] was only waiting for his
Mount Athos CW contact. Alberto gives the
condolences of all Argentinean and
worldwide DXers to Jorge's "lovely and
very kind wife Mary, and we are sure Jorge
will rest in peace". Another Friend, LU6EF,
Raul Diaz, adds that Jorge was a teacher and
well-known DXer. Raul says, "We want to
think that he is taking advantage of 'the
Lord's receiver to work Mount Athos on
CW, the last one he needed. We are sure he

N I BIC, Jack, of Buckmaster Publishing,
says he has a new DX spots web page that
we may find interesting. "It shows off the
completeness of [the] HamCall database,"
he says. It is: http://hamcall.net/dxspots . He
adds, "Right now it is beta and open to all
and suggestions are welcome. At some point
we will encourage its use primarily by
registered HamCall users."
LU7XP SK

LU7XP, Jorge F. Vrsalovich, passed away
recently at the age of 74 due to severe heart
problems. His friend, LU I DZ, Alberto, says
11

will be in the ham bar in the sky with the
rest of the group making plans for a new
DXpedition to a small distant cloud".
!RC Validity

Voroil Claude, an international postal
official, says that contrary to rumours, old
IRCs are "still valid to exchange in every
UPU [Universal Postal Union, I believe]
member country. A circular was sent to all
the postal administrations in June, 2002 to
explain that." Claude says any refusal to
honour an IRC, old or new, "is an error from
the post office." The new IRCs have been
available for a year.

Gil, F5NOD, reports that "The TOP DX
EXPEDITION" Web page has been updated
at: http://www.qsl.net/f5nod/topdxexpe.html
Send Gil your stats by using the form on the
following Web page at:
http://www.qsl.net/f5nod/topdxexpe_subm it
.html
WAP

NW7US, Tomas, says "For those who have
wap/wireless devices that can read WML
pages, I have put together a DX Cluster
page, as well as a Callbook search and
propagation resources at:
http://wap.hfradio.org . If you go there
without a WAP device, you will just get the
regular home page. If you go there with a
WAP device you will have a menu of
options and so forth. If you have any
problems getting it to work with you device,
please let me know the GMT date and time
that you tried, and the error you are getting."
Tomas can be reached at
nw7usai)lifradio.org.

CQDX Chat

silly, and not worth spending the time on. I
didn't see any ZS or VK stations, which was
a bit of a surprise, and only found one all
time new one, which was UK9AA. I even
saw Don G3XTT about, but couldn't copy
him at all (sorry Don!).

W9WNV

By the time I had made QSO number 499, I
had 499,700 points, and all I needed was
one good mull to hit the 500,000. However,
the mult I found only took me to 499,832,
so I decided to carry on a bit longer. In the
end, I made 560 QSO's for 516336 points,
which I was very pleased with.

Well-known DXpeditioner, Don Miller, exW9WNV, has won parole from the
California state prison system. As a
DXpeditioner in the 1960s, though Miller's
actual presence in various rare spots was
questioned, his snappy operating was not. If
I have the story right, Miller served over 20
years on a conviction for plotting his wife's
murder. His lawyers argued to the parole
commission that his 25 years- to-lifesentence was greater than sentences for
actual murders. Miller's defence had
claimed that he had changed his mind after
talking to a hit man (who was actually an
undercover policeman) and, in the end,
would not have gone ahead with the murder
plan. Miller's parole was twice before
granted but California Governor Gray Davis
overruled those paroles, keeping Miller in
prison until now. The W9WNV callsign is
still issued - not to Miller personally, but to
the "Don Miller Fan Club." DXpeditioners
contemporary to the Don Miller era were
Gus Browning, W4BPD, and Lloyd and Iris
Colvin, W6KG and W6QL. Miller is now in
his mid-sixties.

TOP DXPEDITIONS

Cluster by

has a new address. Please reconfigure your
IRC client to connect to irc.radiochat.org .
Information about the room and software
configuration instructions can be found at
http://dx.qsl.net/cqdx.

My overall operating time was about 24
hours, with plenty of time for the domestic
chores that keep an XYL happy, eating,
sleeping, and even washing the car!

Points

Zones

States

DX

80m

1

2

I

1

0

40m

57

136

10

28

16

20m

131

303

16

51

17

15m

170

430

22

59

35

10m

201

517

23

59

34

Totals

560

1388

72

198

102

Multiplier Total: 372

I have a fairly relaxed attitude during any
contest. If I need a break then I take it;
hopefully the stations will still be there
when I return to the shack!

Claimed Score: 516,336
NCDXF
This month marks 30 years of the NCDXF,
during which time it has given $1.5 million
to support DX-related activities,
expeditions, scholarships, etc. The NCDXF
beacon system now has transmitters in 18
countries. K6LRN, Dick Wilson, is the
NCDXF's lending library librarian. Contact
him at Dick Wilson, K6LRN, P.O. Box 273,
Somerset, CA 95684-0273, USA to inquire
about borrowing videos and other materials.
More NCDXF information is available at
http://www.ncdxf.org .

Room

The popular #CQDX chat room for DXers

The transceiver is a TS-940SAT plus a
manual AT-230 tuner. Power setting at 75
watts. I have a 1/2 size GSRV in a very small
rear garden. One leg is horizontal (E/W) at
about 15 ft; at right angles to this the other
leg (N/S) slopes down to about 6 ft., so not
exactly an antenna for DX or contesting but
it has served its purpose for the past years
since I was first licensed.
Contest participation is aimed at giving
away some points, hopefully adding to my
DXCC count, yet trying to improve my own
efforts. Contacts are normally S&P, as they
all were in this contest. I just swept the
bands and picked off stations at almost
every turn of the dial. Most effort is
primarily on the higher bands due to the
antenna. I'm not into checking rates and
progress during a contest. At the moment
I'm happy just logging and, more
importantly, learning operating techniques
with the excellent Writelog for Windows
software on my PC linked to the radio via
the Kenwood IF-232C serial interface
converter.

This is what my entry looks like:
QSOs

What a great weekend it turned out to be
with conditions on all bands on both days
the best I've experienced in my short
contesting "career". My contesting efforts
will not win any prizes but the adrenaline
does flow when I log a new DXCC entity or
fill in a band slot, considering my relatively
simple station.

73 all de Phil GUOSUP
Thanks Phil...excellent stuff and now onto
another new contributor...it's a CQWW/RJ

I worked 36 of the 48 mainland US states
during the weekend. Now that to me was an
achievement and a great improvement on
lasts year's effort. Thanks are due to many
who had to drag me into their log! My
personal aim was achieved; logging 180
more QSOs than last year and more than
doubling my total points score in a very
similar operating time of 25 hours.

RTTY double Mutt of articles...

A Very Satisfying Weekend Activity
(Or notes from a Small Pistol
Contester)
by John Hrycan MOBEX
The CQ/RJ WW RTTY contest was eagerly
awaited, especially as RTTY has become
my favourite operating mode. My personal
aim is always to try and improve my score.

I recently attended the HF Convention and
gained a lot of useful tips from several of
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make a contact feel that bit more personal.

down into the CW section. This seemed to
provoke a lot of "policemen" asking us to
QSY (in CW), but just wait until the end of
November, and try and find a clear data
frequency then!

I always enter the Single Op, Low Power
class, as I don't have a linear, and I only use
a modest antenna! I have recently put up a
wire vertical, but that really only works on
17 and 15m. I also set myself a target of 500
QSOs for 500,000 points. Last year, I had
450 QSO's for 350,000 points, so I aimed a
bit higher this year! I also went for
"unassisted" (no DX Cluster) this time and,
in retrospect, I think that was fine, as the
bands were so lively. If conditions had been
poor, then 1 could have changed category
quite easily.

During the rest of that first day, I worked
many West Coast USA stations, plus many
of the South American and Caribbean
stations. Just about dusk, I decided to check
10m again, to see if there was any new stuff
about, and found KH7X with plenty of polar
flutter, and got him on the second call,
which was nice. When 10 had closed for
me, I went to 15, and stayed there for the
rest of the evening, and also found ALIG
(Corliss, a YL op) with another fluttery
signal. Surprisingly, there were still a lot of
Zone 3 Ws about, although the eastern
seaboard was hard work. Another surprise
was being able to work JA stations during
the whole day, and they were loud as well.

On that Friday evening, I had to attend a
Golden Wedding party, and wasn't sure
whether I would be able to stay up till lam
for the beginning of the contest, or to go to
bed, and get up early. In the end, I went to
bed, and got into the shack by about 8am.
At first, conditions didn't seem that good.
Forty had closed to the DX by then, which
wasn't a surprise; 20m was full of close EU
stations, and I decided to hit 10m. Within a
short period of time I had Phil SV5/G4OBK
in the log, which was a nice band fill for me.

Before bed, I hit 40m, just to pick up the
country mults that are always there. By
about lOpin local time, I was bushed, and
decided to go to bed, and get up early on
Sunday morning by setting my internal
alarm clock for 5am, which I did. I was in
the shack shortly after 0500, complete with
coffee and cigarettes. As the rig was still on
40 from the previous evening, 1 thought I
would take a look around, and worked IT9
and SP easily, but the next station was a
complete surprise! It was WW7OR in
Oregon calling CQ. One call was all it took,
and I was in the log. There were a few
others too, but the hard part was watching
KH7X in S&P mode, as he had a good
signal here. Ali well, you can't win 'em all.

By about 0900, the band opened nicely to
JA, and 1 had a nice run of them for a while.
It wasn't until about 1300 that I bagged my
first W, and after that, it was all great fun!
As usual, the mutts are CQ Zones, USA
States, and Canadian Provinces, as well as
DXCC entities, so it was those I was really
after.
Because of the modest antennas, I find that
calling CQ doesn't always prove to be that
useful, so most of the time is spent in search
and pounce mode.

During the course of the Sunday, 10 and 15
were by far the better bands, with both
seeming to be wide open to the whole
world. By that I mean I was able to work
everything from Gs to ZL, JA, LU, VE6,
UAO, and all stations in between. A couple
of nice ones on 15m were OY4TN and
TR8CA.

And because the bands were so full of big
signals, it wasn't easy to put a small signal
in between any of them! I was also surprised
at how far up and down the band the RTTY
signals were to be found. On 20m, they
stretched from 14.056 right up to 14.120.
On 15m, they were from 21.055 all the way
up to 21.150, and on 10m, they went from
218.070 to 28.150. On 40, I found them well

1 didn't really miss anything in this contest,
although I would have liked to get the 5N1
station, but the pile-up was so big it was

GENERAL TOP ICS
Congo 2002: The African Adventure
Nada Font, EA3WL; Josep Gibert, EA3BT

"And what have you lost in the Congo?".
This is the question that we heard an infinite
number of times from all those who we
were telling that our next destination for
2002 was going to be this African country,
which has quite a well known name (who
hasn't ever heard about the comic called
"The adventures of Tintin in the Congo" or
the famous "Belgian Congo" (although the
Belgian Congo is actually the Democratic
Republic of the Congo — the old Zaire (9Q
land) — and we were going to the Republic
of the Congo, the old French Congo). But
apart from all these things, the country is
really unknown to many people.

the capital, Brazzaville, displaced more than
200,000 people from their homes. Many
fled east into the Democratic Republic of
Congo (Zaire), which was submerged in its
own civil war.
While the situation is still very pessimistic,
there have been some hopeful signs in
recent years. A cease-fire between the rebels
and the government was signed in 1999.
The only railway between Brazzaville and
Pointe Noire, the entrance point for the
majority of goods to the capital, was
reopened in August 2000. In April 2001, a
public ceremony was held in Brazzaville,
where guns were burnt in order to symbolise
the desire for peace of the Congolese
people. And in March 2002, quite peaceful
presidential elections took place, in which
President Sassou-Nguesso was elected
president by 90% of the votes.

The Republic of Congo actually has about
2,600,000 inhabitants, most of them
concentrated in the South, along the railway
that joins Brazzaville, the capital, with the
coastal city of Pointe Noire, an important
Atlantic port, where the valuable oilfields
are situated, the main wealth of the country.
In 1960 it gained independence from
France, and since then, as many other
African ex-colonies, it has had a very
turbulent history. After a period of
decolonisation, there was a popular
insurrection that brought to power a
socialist government and later a MarxistLeninist one, proclaiming the Popular
Republic, with the support of the Soviet
Union. After several changes and coups
d'etat, and with the fall of the Berlin wall
and of the soviet perestroika, a multi-party
system was adopted in the nineties, but
instability was still present in the political
scenery. In 1997, and after a short but
bloody civil war, president Sassou-Nguesso
was back in power. Since then, different
guerrilla groups like the Ninjas and the
Cobras have battled against the government
troops, creating hundreds of thousands of
refugees and untold casualties. Fighting in

This improvement in the political prospects
encouraged us to try to make a serious radio
operation from this country, which keeps
moving up the ranking of the most wanted
countries. As you have realised, TN land
was a destination with a lot of things against
and very few in its favour.
Against:
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•

Its great political instability, and several
recent bloody civil wars, although the
situation seemed to be improving.

•

A nearly non-existent infrastructure,
both
in
transportation
and
in
accommodation. There are few flights
from Europe that reach the capital, and
if you want to move through the country
a few flights to the coastal city of Pointe
Noire are available. There is also a
railway line that links these two cities,
although it is often cut by the continuous
attacks of the guerrillas who are still

fighting in the south and north of the
country, making travel between the two
cities a bit inadvisable. There is also
very little hotel infrastructure, as few of
them remained upright after the civil
wars, and very few hotel chains decided
to come back to the country due to the
existing insecurity.

(800 watts)
•
•

And the second station (the low power one)
had:
•

Transceiver: !corn 1C706 MKII G

•

Beam: Hy-Gain TH3 Jr for 10, 15 and
20m

•
•

Kam Kantronics all mode for RTTY

In favour:
•

There hasn't been an important amateur
radio activity from this country since
1997. That's why demand for this
DXCC entity has increased, being
actually in number 38 of the Most
needed DXCC countries list, published
by the ARRL in September 2000 (no
more recent list available). This made it
very attractive for making a high level
operation.

•
•
•
•

To give the "new one" to the maximum
number of different stations.

•

To work the maximum possible number
of stations.

Seeds of Doubt

This tragic turn in the situation of the
country made us doubt, and a lot, the
security of our operation. Before making a
decision, we called our Spanish Embassy in
Kinshasha (Democratic Republic of Congo),
which is the only diplomatic representation
in the zone and, after a long and pleasant

The first station (the high power one)
included:
Transceiver: Yaesu FT-900 AT
Beam: Cushcraft MASH for 10, 12, 15,
17 and 20 m

•

Linear Amplifier: Ameritron AL-811

Self-made 3 element beam for 50 MHz
Wire dipoles for 40 and 80 m

We had everything ready for departure, and
we knew that the political situation was
improving because of the celebration of the
presidential elections at the end of March
2002, But an event happened that made us
think about the possibility of cancelling the
operation. Just two weeks after the elections
and, less than a month before our departure
date, violence erupted once again with the
rebels called Ninjas attacking a train, which
caused two casualties. This was the first
important attack since the ceasefire was
signed in 1999. The army answered with a
short but overwhelming military operation
in the southern section of Brazzaville, where
opposition forces are concentrated. Tens of
thousands of terrified people moved to the
city, but most returned to their homes a day
later.

In order to achieve these aims, we were
going to install two complete stations, and
they were going to be on the air the
maximum possible number of hours.

•
•

Timewave 599ZX DSP filter
Switched mode power supply
Laptop

There were also more than one hundred
meters of coaxial wire, telescopic mast for
the beams, ropes, anchors and tools for
installing all the stations. We had to carry
more than 145kg of material, with just two
people.

Analysing all these facts, we decided that
this would be our next destination. We
started to work on it. After a great number
of telephone calls and telefaxes we were
able to know all the requirements in order to
obtain the licences and we found a place
where we could install the antennas. As the
days passed, we started to build up the
DXpedition, and finally, when everything
was ready, we decided to make it public.
The truth is that many people believed in
our project, so we expected that no problem
appeared and we would be able to reach our
aims. The aims were:
•

Switched mode power supplier
Laptop
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destroyed; the roof had completely
disappeared into a neighbour's garden and
the sheds walls wouldn't be far behind! I
questioned Neville as to whether I should
continue in the contest. Neville urged me to
strive on, at least while the antenna was still
on the tower! How Neville kept his cool in
that situation I will never know?
So back on the air and beaming East I
managed to work some more EUs plus a
handful of VK, ZL, HSO and a bonus in a
call from T88EA. I was able to work some
NA stations on the back of the beam but it
wasn't until 16:00z before the winds eased
enough so that I could turn the beam back to
the West and a great run of US and VE
stations followed.
I heard KH7R in Zone 31 at 19:30z but just
couldn't break through the NA stations.
As with the Saturday the band started to
drop out around 22:00z. I had only managed
to work an extra 580 QSO's on the Sunday,
well down on the Saturday but 1 felt, and
others confirmed, that the band conditions
were not as good on Sunday.
So I finished the contest as follows:
•
•

1680 Q's,
144 Countries

•

36 Zones.

•

Yaesu FT 1000MP MKV
Yaesu VL 1000 Quadra Amplifier
Force 12 C31XR at 100 feet.

RTTY CQ/RJ WW from Phil...
The 2002 CQ/RJ RTTY Contest from
the shack of GUOSUP
By Phil GUOSUP
Well, after poor conditions for the
ANARTS and SCC RTTY contests, I was
beginning to wonder what shape the bands
would be in for this contest.
During the week leading up to the contest, I
kept checking the bands, and made some
nice QSOs on 15m and 10m, so it seemed to
be looking good. On the Friday afternoon
prior to the contest, I had the afternoon off,
so spent some time in the shack, setting up
Writelog, and compiling the macros, and
took the opportunity to call CQ. This was
great fun, working many of the other
stations also getting ready for the contest.
Some of them also asked that I find them in
the contest for the GU mult and, for a few, I
was the first ever GU contact on RTTY.
After making a few new "friends", I started
to enter their names into the "friend.ini" file,
and then the PC crashed on me! OK, I had
saved the last entry, but when I re-booted
the PC, it had corrupted the file completely,
so I had to revert to a back-up file, that was
a bit old! That will teach me to keep a better
back-up in future!

Station details:

•
•

as this must the 4th or 5th year in
succession that we have had these very
strong winds on the last weekend of
October...and now some experiences of the

For those of you who aren't aware of what
the friend.ini file does, let me explain a
little. In RTTY, we are a pretty friendly
bunch, and often refer to each other by
name during the contest exchange. OK, that
does seem a bit tacky, but it can help if you
don't see the correct call come back to you.
I often see my own call interpreted as
GOSUP, and then have to spend a while
correcting the call, but if I see HI PHIL LTR
599 001 after it, I know they have the call
correct, but the software missed the U out.

I'd like to thank Neville and his lovely XYL
Trish for their hospitality and Neville for
allowing me to use his fantastic station. I
surpassed Neville's target of 1,500 Qs but
fell down on the countries. Had the band
been as good on the Sunday and the weather
kinder, a new G record? Who knows, maybe
another time?
73 Shaun, MOBJL

result Shaun and we trust
everything will be back to normal at
Cheadle Acres shortly...I think maybe the
Contest Gods have got it in for CQWW SSB
Excellent

Some contesters avoid using this file, but I
have to say that I quite like it, as it can often
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rewarded with an AH2 and a KHO as well as
a huge run of JA stations. One of the
multipliers in the CQWW contest is the CQ
Zones and these as well as DXCC were
being ticked off at a fair rate. I could sense
my signal was strong, as I was able to hold a
frequency; operating from home with 100
watts I would have been bullied off by the
big stations in no time at all. This saved
time looking around for a clear frequency
and consequently allowed some of the DX
to find me. By 08:30 I had logged FK, ZL,
XX9, BA and 9G; all had called me on my
run frequency....this was great fun!

to previous years. I still needed Zone 37
consisting of East Africa. I knew a 5Z was
on the bands but he was sitting on 10m. I
hoped he might make an appearance on 15m
giving me a new country and that elusive
zone. Unfortunately I never did manage to
work the 5Z nor did I work that zone.
JTICO then came on the band, Mongolia is
the only real chance of working Zone 23 so
I really did need this one! The pile up was
huge and the East European stations were
all getting through. I continued calling on
my run frequency but kept an ear on the JT
in my right ear using the FT-I000MP
MKV's split receive capabilities. He seemed
to be coining up in signal and sure enough
he was now peaking S-7 and I switched
VFOs and managed to work him after a
couple of calls.

The first North American station in the log
was at 11:35z from the formidable signal of
KC1XX; this was off the back off the beam
and prompted me to swing the antenna to
the West. The US stations were queuing up
and I started a great run of W and VEs as
well as some of the big Caribbean contest
stations like V26B, WP2Z and KP4A.

By midday I decided to swing the beam
west again to pick off some more NA
stations, 1 had a shock when the VL-1000
Quadra tripped out on high SWR? I tried
again and it tripped once more! I swung the
beam back to the East, SWR I :1, now this
was strange. I turned the beam back to the
West and went downstairs to see Neville.
We looked out at the antenna and could
clearly see the problem; the gale force
winds were now so bad that the spacer
between the 15 and 20m driven elements of
the C31XR had vibrated loose and the
elements were crossing and shorting out; by
turning the beam back the East the elements
were kept apart. I opted to continue working
in this direction until the winds eased. Sat in
the shack I could hear the wind getting
stronger outside and at around 13:30 Neville
walked into the room announcing that the
40m and WARC beams were down! We
went to one of the back rooms to look at the
towers. It appeared that the head mast, a 2"
steel tube, had buckled; the beams were just
hanging vertically flapping around in the
now severe gales!

I had a nice surprise at 16:49z by a call from
ZKIMA in the Cook Islands which was a
nice multiplier and a confidence boost
knowing my signal was audible in the South
Pacific.
By 22:00z there wasn't anything left on the
bands that wasn't in the log. I had exactly
1100 QS0s and 126 countries in the log and
so, with no more activity on 15m, I decided
to go downstairs and see Trish and Neville
and update them on my progress. Neville set
me a target of 1,500 Qs and 150 countries, a
tall order?
I hadn't planned to get up until 04:30z but I
was woken a lot earlier by the ascending
gales. I peered out into the dark and could
see Neville's four 80m Titanex verticals at
right angles; the towers were just out of
sight, shielded by some trees and I
wondered how they would fare in these
conditions. The winds increased tenfold by
the time I walked into the shack. A VU2
was first in the log followed by YI9OM in
Baghdad. I then worked a new Zone in
FR5DX on Reunion Island, and I had
noticed that there seemed to be a lack in
African stations in the contest as compared

Just as amazing was the C3 I XR whose
elements were now in a perfect U-shape, the
tips being parallel to the boom!
I then noticed that Neville's shed had been

conversation, they told us that nothing
serious was happening. But they
recommended us not to move from the city,
and not to go out of the hotel at night. And
we followed them, of course.

dressed in black appeared shouting what we
were doing and swiped our camera. You can
imagine how we felt, but after arduous
negotiations we convinced him that we were
just tourists — imagine, tourists in the
Congo? - and that we didn't record anything
important. Finally, he agreed to return the
camera to us and we rushed into the
building and tried to get our luggage. But, of
course, things couldn't work first time and
we were faced with our first important
obstacle: our luggage had been forgotten in
Paris and if we were lucky it would come
with the next Monday flight. It was
Thursday and we were going to lose at least
four precious days of operation, hoping that
the suitcases appeared because, if not, all
was ended.

Well, it seemed that this violent event had
just been a single isolated conflict, so we
decided to go on with our plans. The truth is
that while we stayed in the country, we
didn't notice that anything wrong was
happening. Although it is true that during
our stay there was shortage of petrol and
food that had to come from Pointe Noire,
when we asked for its reason, they told us
that it was due to problems with the railway,
which were actually sorted out before our
departure. We could also see a lot of
military presence in the streets and some
troop movements, but we thought that they
were happening because there were going to
be parliamentary elections during those
days. It wasn't until we returned to Spain
that we knew of the real events that had
occurred. The rebels had cut the railway
once again, causing the shortage of supplies,
and they had approached the borders of the
capital. And what was worse, and made us
first breathe with relief but later feel really
frightened, is that fifteen days after our
return, Brazzaville airport was attacked by
the rebels and during the battle with the
governmental troops there were nearly one
hundred casualties, including some
civilians. We had been really lucky
returning home safely. But let's continue
with the story. The fact is that we had
decided to go to the Congo.

There we were, in an unknown remote city,
with the only clothes that we had on and just
the antennas, as they were the only luggage
that had arrived, and also the equipment that
had been carried as hand luggage. But we
didn't have coaxial cable to connect the
equipment and the power supplies, so we
couldn't do anything at all.
Resigned to our situation, we went to the
hotel and expected that the next day, with
daylight, we were going to view things in
another way and perhaps we could find
another solution.
And the next day, although we didn't have
any material for starting to build the station,
we decided to optimise our time. First of all
we went to see where we were going to
erect the antennas. We asked permission
from the hotel management to use the hotel
roof. The maintenance chief went with us
and showed us a possible site. The hotel
roof was separated in two wings, one of
them freely accessible during the 24 hours,
and the other one which was always closed
as many valuable items were placed on it.
The Meridien hotel is the highest building in
the city, and all the cellular phone repeaters,
the airport antennas, and also the police
ones and several satellite TV antennas were
placed on it. And the most of them were
situated in the free access zone, so very little

With all the material over our backs, we
started our journey on 16th May. The plane
took us from Barcelona to Paris and then
directly to Brazzaville, the capital of the
Republic of Congo.
A few setbacks
The trip was perfect, without any problem.
But after landing, things were not so easy.
The truth is that 1 was personally a bit
innocent and told Josep to film a few images
of the airport with the video camera. But he
couldn't do it as immediately a soldier
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room was left for putting up our two beams.
The other wing of the roof was nearly free
of things, but it had the inconvenience of
not being accessible. The maintenance chief
told us that there was no problem to install
the antennas on it, but it was impossible to
have a key for the door. So we would have
to ask permission every time we wanted to
turn the beams or make any arrangement or
new installation, but they didn't mind. We
were concerned at this inconvenience but
decided to install the antennas in this second
place. And that's the reason why we tried to
go to the roof the minimum number of times
as we didn't want to create too much
disturbance.

the morning and hope to be luckier.
So we went back to the hotel and decided to
make good use of the daylight hours left and
try to start building the beams. We
borrowed a wrench and a screwdriver from
the technicians and put our hands to work
till sunset. The next day at 9 o'clock we
went back to the airport, but we couldn't
find any trace of the man and they didn't
expect him till noon as no international
flights were arriving. Surprisingly calm, we
came back to the hotel and continued
working with the antennas, under a burning
sun. At midday we went to the airport for
third time and finally found the man, who
finally gave us our precious items. Happy,
we came back to the hotel and continued
with the installation of the stations.
Unfortunately, the linear amplifier suffered
some damage — a pair of broken valves and
condensers — but Josep was able to mend it.
It was Saturday and at last we were going to
be able to be on the air, earlier than we had
expected.

Once the emplacement of the beams had
been chosen, we decided to go to the PTT
authority in order to proceed with the
licence formalities that had been started
from Spain. After paying all the necessary
"fees", the TN3B & TN3W licences were
issued to us.
As we couldn't start the operation because
of the lack of equipment, we went to the
market to buy some clothes and some basic
things before our belongings came from
Paris. We were surprised to see that we
were able to find all what we wanted, from a
T-shirt to a soldering iron.

Mass and finally QRV
On Monday, at 7 a.m., Willy, our guide,
picked us and we went to mass with him.
We had committed to go as, at that time, we
thought that wouldn't be able to start
operations before Tuesday. After an
interesting service, in which we enjoyed the
fantastic African hospitality, we went back
to the hotel and finished all the preparation.
Finally, at 1148, Josep made his first CQ as
TN3B in the 10m band and immediately
could hear the huge pile-up in the speaker.
After a while, I threw my CQ as TN3W in
the 12m band, and another huge pile-up
sounded in my headphones. With a smile of
satisfaction on our face, we said "goodbye"
with the hand to each other and put our
hands on work. TN3B & TN3W were
finally on the air, and fortunately with just
one and a half days of delay. We spent all
the afternoon without changing frequency,
just making little stops for drinking a bit of
water. The expectation in the bands was
tremendous and the QSOs started to
increase our log. After more than 8 hours of

And a welcome surprise
After doing a bit of shopping we went back
to the hotel, where a great surprise was
awaiting us. Someone has called from the
airport, telling that our suitcases had arrived
with another flight from Paris via Libreville
(Gabon) and then Brazzaville. What luck!
But we had to be at the airport before 1 p.m.
We looked at the watch and noticed that it
was 12 o'clock, so we took a taxi and
rushed to the airport. Of course, we were in
Africa and things aren't so easy. The person
in charge of the luggage room had left home
as no more international flights were
expected that day, and it wasn't worth
staying there for doing nothing, was it? And
there was nobody else able to give us the
suitcases. Incredible! Upset, we decided to
come back the next day at nine o'clock in
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QRZ CONTEST
Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT
Well hello and welcome to this issue's QRZ
Contest column...first up for your reading
enjoyment we have...

doing something wrong, had I done
something when I was playing on the LF
bands?

CQWW (Windy Windy) 2002

However, I then came across D44TD who
was loud and I worked him easily, 9SI X
(9Q1A) in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo was next in the log, he was a good S6 and came straight back to my first call ! At
last I had a couple of Q's in the log. 1
thought I'd give the ZW another try but no,
still no luck, A61AJ still didn't want to play
either nor did a 9K station? A TY then came
onto the band and I nailed him first call, it
dawned on me that all the stations that I
could get no reply from were on an
East/West path, whereas the 9Q and TY
were North/South, interesting.

By Shaun Jarvis MOBJL
I eventually arrived at Neville, G3NUG's
around 2100 after endless road works and
traffic jams on the M3 and M25.
Neville had kindly offered me the use of his
shack for the 2002 CQWW SSB contest.
We had discussed `tactics' at the recent
HF/IOTA Convention and had agreed that a
single band single operator entry would be
the best bet and that, being a 15m addict, I
proposed that I should concentrate on that
band.

I remembered that from my own
experiences at home, I had never been able
to work the Middle East stations in the early
hours but 1 had put that down to me only
running 100 watts. It was plain to see that
the North/South paths were the first and last
to open on 15m; I would remember this for
the next morning.

Neville kindly loaned me his DVS-2 that
would enable me to pre-record CQ calls etc,
thus reducing the possibility of keeping
Neville and Trish awake by calling all night,
plus save my voice! After setting up the
DVS-2 and getting to grips with the station
it was nearly midnight. I decided to have a
look around the 40, 80 and 160m bands
whilst waiting for midnight GMT to arrive, 1
don't have any LF antennas at my home
QTH and I was amazed at the signals
Neville's antennas were receiving, some of
the JA stations on the 40m 4 element
monobander were just incredible, real end
stop reports! Oh for the acreage!

By 05:15 on the Saturday morning the
signals came up when A61AJ peaked to a
solid S9+ and was in the log at last. The
Middle East was loud now as were some of
the regular European contest stations that
can be heard year after year in CQWW, so
for the next couple of hours the log was
filled with a mixture of EU and AS stations
as well as the ZW and some LU's who
called me off the back of the beam!

Well 00:00z arrived and I scanned the band
for any activity, 1 came across a ZW
(Brazilian) station calling contest, I called
but no reply? The station was about S-4 but
I just couldn't get any response, I then came
across A61AJ, a well known and very
successful contest station, once again, no
reply, he wasn't as strong as the ZW but still
very audible. I started wondering if I was

By 07:00z the JA stations had started to
make their presence felt. It was interesting
to note that although there were some strong
signals from Japan on the long path there
were some very nice signals on the shorter
path; I opted to try the short path and was
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SWL NEWS
Bob Treacher, BRS 32525
With the SSB leg of CQ Worldwide a few
days away as 1 write this, the bands had
been lively with many contest DXpeditions
handing out contest-style QSOs. In
particular, it was good to hear 28MHz in
good shape with HC8/XE1KK, FS/AH8DX,
ZF2AH and V47KP all good signals. Of
course, the CW leg will take place during
the last full weekend of November and I
hope that some CDXC listeners will
consider supporting the SWL Challenge that
runs concurrently with the transmitting
contest.

At the time of penning this column 200
award claims had been checked and awards
dispatched. I have dealt with all direct
requests for GB50 QSL cards.
While on the subject of QSL duties, 1 have
now replied to over 1,100 SWL reports to
D68C, and still cards arrive for the group's
earlier DXpedition to 9MOC.
It would be good to receive updates of
CDXC SWLs DXCC scores to include in
the next CDXC SWL News. Also, have any
of you been involved in logging for special
event or contest stations in the last few
months. If so, it would be good to share the
experience with you.

The CQ contest promised to be interesting
weekend with some good DXpeditions
expected to be active — KH8, FO (Austral),
T8, TY, V6, ZK1. The Chatham Island
DXpedition (ZL7C) was active at the time
of penning this column. I had heard them
on 28 through to 14MHz, with 17 and
24MHz being new. Indeed, ZL7C on
24Mhz on 22nd October was my country
number 2,300. No doubt, there will be
reference to the contest next time.

Until next time, good luck in chasing the
DX — the next few months could be
interesting as DX trips to V6, CYO (Sable
Island) and 3X have already been
announced.

6m enthusiasts will be monitoring the band
in the next few weeks hoping for a repeat of
last autumn's fantastic F2 conditions. Early
signs seem promising, with VU heard.
There had also been some late in the year
TEP, including ZD7MY at 2210z on 22nd
October - DXCC entity 139 for me. Simon
RS177448 had heard the occasional Es
signal on the band, too, including EH5's and
IG9/12ADN.

CDXC Noticeboard
Congratulations to Phil G3SWH, who was
recently inducted as President of FOC. As if
doing all that QSL management wasn't
enough to keep him busy!

Mick BRS31976, Simon and 1 attended the
HF Convention in October. We were the
only SWLs to attend this year.

Thanks to Webmaster Alan G3PMR, several
past articles from the Digest have now been
made available on the CDXC Web site, as
downloadable PDF files. More will follow.

Listeners (and our licensed colleagues) who
claimed the Golden Jubilee awards that
were part of the GB50 special event station
at Windsor will be pleased to know that
Clare RS102891 is working her way
through a bumper number of applications.

continuous operating and without a rest, we
finally decided to make a little stop and go
for dinner, as we hadn't eaten anything
since our breakfast. After a comforting
meal, we decided to go back to the work and
continued till almost the dawn.

antenna. Many people were asking us to be
on the air on that band. Finally we stopped
our pile-up on Wednesday afternoon and
decided to start the assembly of the selfmade 3-element beam. But the propagation
was not good and the only QSO was with
Patrick, 9Q1A, whose QTH was on the
other side of the river. Nobody else
answered, although we tried on SSB and
CW. So Josep decided to go back to the
pile-up. Next day things worked better and
some good openings to southern Europe
appeared. He continued trying it every day
between 18-19 UTC and finally some 242
QSO were added on 6m. We were really
satisfied to be the first operation from TN
on that band.

And this is how the days went on, between
huge and inexhaustible pile-ups. We woke
up about 7 or 8 a.m., local time, and after a
refreshing shower we started with the radio.
We didn't stop either for breakfast or lunch
as the demand was so big that we couldn't
stop. We made little stops of 10 minutes
from time to time, just for recovering our
strength and immediately went back to the
radio.
The days went on, and the QSO count
increased. Josep alternated CW and RTTY
and was on the air on one of these modes at
least once per day. Of course, people asked
us for different bands and modes, but our
main aim was to give a "new one" to the
maximum number of different stations.
While we were operating in the higher
bands we couldn't start operating on 40 and
80m. The problem was that we were just
two operators and we couldn't find spare
time for mounting and adjusting the
antennas. As 1 told you before, we had to
ask for permission for accessing the roof
and then make several journeys for
adjusting them. And the worst is that the
night arrives soon in the equatorial area, and
when you noticed it, it was too late. We
finally were able to mount the wire dipoles
for 40 and 80 on Thursday afternoon. The
40m dipole worked perfectly, but it was
impossible to fix the 80m one. We decided
to start operation on 40m that night, but
unfortunately a tropical storm with dozens
of thunderclaps and lightning hit us and
obliged us to go QRT. But when we decided
to try it again the next night, the dipole
didn't work. On Saturday morning we
noticed that the balun had been burnt by the
electrical storm. After repairing it, we could
finally be on the air.

And more QSOs were added to the logs.
Finally Monday 27th May arrived. It was
time for our departure. We were on the air
till 1330 UTC, when TN3B & TN3W
finally went QRT. Exhausted, we started to
dismantle all the equipment. Almost 26,000
QSOs were in our log, in just over 7 days of
operation. We were very satisfied with the
way that things finally went, although the
thought that we could have done it better
was in our minds.

Time to OPT
Our adventure still wasn't finished. We had
to pack everything. With a wild sun, we
went to the roof and started to take down the
antennas. We decided not to pack
everything, just the essential things as we
didn't want to pay so much money for
excess luggage. We just packed the
equipment and the antennas, and left behind
the wires, ropes, anchors, the 6 meters beam
— which worked very fine — the dipoles, and
other things. But the luggage was still too
heavy.
We went to the airport in the afternoon,
where we had to start our last exhausting
battle against the bureaucracy of the
country. Added to our heavy luggage, we
were carrying a huge wooden giraffe of a
meter high, a souvenir for our son Marc. We
named it "Willy", in honour of our
interpreter. The issue is that the export of

About 6 meters. Something similar
happened, but we were a bit luckier with the
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wood parts is forbidden in the Congo, and
nobody had told it to us before — of course!.
And wood souvenirs are the unique thing
available. They inspected all our suitcases —
they didn't pay any attention to the
transceivers as they were only looking for
wood pieces. And if you wanted to take it
our of the country you had to pay the "tax".
After a hard negotiation about the final
amount to pay — we were a bit tired of so
many "taxes" as we had paid quite a lot for
the licences — we reached an agreement and
could finally board.

Passport problems &
Weapon

Willy. We couldn't believe it! They were
saying that the wooden giraffe could be
considered as a blunt weapon that we would
be able to use for hijacking the plane.
Astonishing! They had to ask the pilot if he
allowed us to board with it. We tried to
explain to them that it was a present for our
son and how difficult it was for us to take it
of the country, and we didn't want to leave
it there. The poor man who came with us
rushed to the plane to ask for the permit.
And we heard a voice over the PA calling:
"Last call for passenger Mr. Gibert and Mrs.
Font. Please proceed to board!". The pilot
was a good man and allowed us to board
with Willy, between the smiles of the air
hostesses when they had a glimpse of the
"blunt weapon".

Willy the

But this was not going to be the last
problem with our beloved "Willy". When
arriving at Paris, we were a bit delayed
because of the new aerial security rules, and
even though the X-ray equipment in the
airport of Brazzaville worked fine, the hand
luggage of all the passengers was inspected
by Air France's own security staff. That
situation was eternal. That's why we were
delayed and would lose our connecting
flight to Barcelona. When approaching
Paris, we were told that we would be able to
take that plane as someone would be
waiting for us to bring us to it. When the
doors opened, a young man took us running
through the airport corridors. At passport
control, the policeman said: "I'm sorry but
you cannot enter the country because there
are some problems with your passports".
"That's impossible" — our answer. We
explained that we had used it a lot of times
in several countries and nobody has noticed
anything wrong with them. But he didn't
allow us to pass. The poor man that came
with us was starting to get nervous and tried
to convince the policeman that a plane was
waiting for us. After a while, we showed
him the personal identity card and he was
finally convinced that we were who we
were saying and let us continue.

IOTA CORNER
Roger Balister, G3KMA
VK IOTA Expedition
From Steve GOUIH:
RSGBIOTA Website Manager Steve GOU1HNK2IAY will be back in VK as VK2lAY/P in
November and December. The 3-week stay from 22/11 until 15/12 is 100% radio. Will
hopefully include operations from some of the following IOTA Groups - OC-137, OC-142, OC160, 0C-171, 0C-172, OC-187. Time will be the normal limiting factor. The following are
already confirmed: I will activate "Lady Elliot Island", which is one of the Lower Barrier Reef
Islands (0C-142) located approximately 100km off the Queensland South/Central Coast on
December 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5 th and "North Stradbroke Island", which is located 20km off the
Southern Queensland Coast (0C-137) on December 11th and 12th. I will activate "Fitzroy
Island" , which is one of the Northern Barrier Reef Islands (0C-172) located approximately
30km off the Coast from Cairns - Queensland North East Coast on December 6th, 7th, 8th and
9th. Will be using an IC706mk2G, 100w, and monoband dipoles. Look for me on
14.260/18.145/21.260 SSB only - QSL will be either direct or via the RSGB to Steve GOUIH.
Any queries to rsgbiota@aol.com

After these small adventures, we finally
arrived home safe and sound. Everything
worked perfectly. Congo 2002 was a great
success. We could check it when reading the
hundreds of e-mails that many of you sent
us and the great number of visits to our web
page. The reception of all these samples of
gratitude.

73 de Steve GOUIH / VK2IAY, webmaster www.rsgbiota.org

Here is some data about our operation:
•
•

Callsigns used: TN3B & TN3W
QSL information: Via EA3BT

•

Logs available at: http://www.ea3bt.com
Total amount of QSOs: 25.597

•
•
•
•

IOTA REFERENCE NUMBERS ISSUED
AF-092 3V Sousse / Monastir / Mandia Region group (Tunisia)
AS-163/Pr ROQ Laptev Sea Coast East group (Russian Federation)

Days of operation: 7 days

AS-164/Pr ROQ East Siberian Sea Coast West group (Russian Federation)

Modes: SSB, RTTY & CW

AS-165/Pr XZ Arakan Region group (Myanmar)

Bands: 6, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20 & 40 meters

NA-222 KL Southern Alaska Peninsula West group (Alaska)

Some statistics appear on page 26.

0C-249/Pr YB8 Aru Islands (Indonesia)

We also want to give thanks to all the
associations and people that helped us in
this project:
•
•

We went on running through more corridors
and reached the hand luggage control point.
"I'm sorry, but you cannot continue with
this object", another man said, pointing to

1•

Northern California DX Foundation
INDEXA

•
•

Clipperton DX Club

•
•

Northern Jersey DX Association
German DX Foundation

Union de Radioaficionats Andorrans

•

URE — EA DX

•
•

Delta DX Association
European DX Foundation

0C-250 YB3 Masalembu Islands (Indonesia)
0C-251/Pr VK3 Victoria State West group (Australia)

•

0C-252/Pr YB7 Kalimantan's Coastal Islands West (Indonesia)
0C-253/Pr V63 Hall Islands (Federated States of Micronesia)
SA-092 PZ Suriname group (Suriname)
SA-093/Pr HK4 Choco Division North/Antioquia Division group (Colombia)
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TN Expedition Statistics

TN3B & TN3W

QSO PER MOOD

TOTAL AMOUNT OF QSO = 25.970
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OH DX Foundation
Chiltern DX Club
Lynx DX Group
Seccio Cormarcal URE Garraf
SecciOn URE Madrid
Japan DX Lovers
Western Washington DX Club
Northern Ohio DX Association
SecciO Comarcal URE Alt Penedes
EA4JW
Conseil Territorial d'URE de Catalunya
Great Milwaukee DX Assoaciation
Semler) Comarcal URE Poniente
Almeria
Rochester DX Association
Danish DX Group
Consejo Territorial URE Madrid
EA4TD.com
Astroradio
Dunestar
EA7JX, for printing our QSL card
EA3BKI, EA3FBM, K5CWR, C31LU,

C3 I MN, C31MO
We also want to thank :
•
•

•

•

•

All staff of The Meridien Hotel in
Brazzaville for their kind hospitality
To Pere Galimany, EA3AJI, for wasting
so many hours of his valuable time with
us
To Xavier Pedrerol, EA3BHK, for
keeping our web page updated while we
were on the air.
To Dr. Bill Avery, K6GNX, and Yuki
Deguchi, JI6KVR, for being our pilots
and accepting once again to be part of
this project.
To all those all who made the QSO with
us, helping to make the operation a great
success.

To everybody, TNX and hear you perhaps
in the future 11
Ntiria Font, EA3WL
Josep Gibert, EA3BT
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Crystal Clear DX Group's DXpedition to Maldives, 2002
Mark Haynes, MODXR

HELP WANTED
Dear Don:
You may remember that my wife and I had dinner with you and Shaun, MOBIL and many of the other D68C /
CDXC members at the Pinewood Restaurant in Dayton last year. We enjoyed the evening immensely. It is on
Shaun's suggestion that I am writing to you to possibly assist me if you may.
In March, 1967 I worked VS9ASP at Steamer Point, Aden. Shortly thereafter British forces permanently left the
area. 1 read at the time that all logs were lost so I gave up the pursuit of a QSL.
After seriously getting back into DX in the 1990s, I read that the VS9ASP logs were now in the hands of G3KDY.
I wrote to him several times with greenstamps, etc. all to no avail. Around 1998 I found that a W7 had just that
year gotten an old VS9ASP QSL Via G3KDY. I wrote again, but again I received no response.
I know that in the scheme of things this is a trivial matter but Shaun suggested that I might ask you if perhaps a
little note could be put in the Digest soliciting information on the whereabouts of the VS9ASP logs and any routes
thereto. I would be most appreciative of any help you or one of our members could offer.
Please accept my best wishes for continued success for the CDXC. I enjoy immensely reading the Digest. My
family had the pleasure of having Shaun and his wife Gina as guests at our home in May. When we return the visit
next year, perhaps I will have the pleasure of meeting you or some of the other members again.
With appreciation I remain
Michael Mattes W2LO, rfinan450hotmail.com

Most articles on such a subject end with
`thank-you's', but for me this is how the
story begins. Back in February 2001, I was
delighted at being invited to take part in the
D68C FSDXA DXpedition to the Comoros
Islands — my thanks go to those on the core
team of FSDXA for allowing me to go. I
had always wanted to take part in a
DXpedition and this really was a dream
come true. Anyway, after having such a
wonderful time on the beautiful islands,
had the DX bug and knew there and then
that I'd do this again, and sooner rather than
later.

Examiner, I understood the need to
encourage newcomers, and preferably the
younger generation into the hobby — but
also to ensure that those already licensed
have plenty to keep them interested in
amateur radio.
Crystal Clear is Formed

Before long, I established a group named
`The Crystal Clear DX Group' and went
seeking for members. 1 had no hesitation as
to who to invite as member '2' — this was
Robert Morgan, MOTTT from Coventry. I
had worked Robert many times and was
fortunate in observing his pile-up handling
ability but feared he was a little too young
to come along on a DXpedition. I then
learnt that his father is M5ZAP so then I
realised that there shouldn't be a problem
with persuading the parents (well, Dad
anyway!) Other friends I had met over the
air were Fabian, DJI YFK, and Tony,

I remember the moment well, one school
Geography lesson when my teacher was
waffling on about something or other, and I
decided to do another trip. But this time it
would be slightly different to the norm. As
the training secretary for the Harlow and
District Amateur Radio Society and Morse
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EA2AIJ. Originally I feared that four
members wouldn't be enough, but decided
however to run with this small team.

the hotel manager agreed to help us - thanks
Steve!
The team decided that we would take Yagi
antennas, as we would have been
disappointed with the performance of single
element antennas from such a location. The
beams would also make us 'loud'. Also, we
decided to take at least one amp to help
satisfy this.

A concern of mine at this stage was
communication barriers, Tony being in
Spain and Fabian in Germany, but we all
agreed to communicate regularly on our email reflector, which proved a successful
and useful tool. We looked at various
locations including S79 (Seychelles) and
C56 (Gambia), but eventually decided on
the Maldives. The advantages were
reasonable access, politically safe, not too
expensive, and good from a propagation
point of view. As team leader, I discussed
with each member and agreed team roles
and duties. I would organise the
transportation of the equipment, hotel and
flight arrangements, sponsorship in the UK
and general logistics.

I was very fortunate in that Neville, G3NUG
had much of the antennas and coax used at
D68C in his garage, and he kindly agreed to
allow CCDXG to have access to whatever
we needed, which was very useful. RSGB
IOTA supplied the two FT-900s for the 2
main stations and Chris Ridley of 1COM
UK supplied a new 'corn 1C-756PRO II,
which would be used for the 6m station.
The team agreed to give VHF a go from 8Q,
so Robert suggested he took care of the
magic band preparations. Mike Devereux of
Nevada's new Trident antenna was to be put
to the test as we picked one up from the
London Show. This was kindly sponsored
by the UK Six Metre Group. A full list of
the expedition's equipment can be seen
below:

Aims and Objectives
At the very start of planning, I felt it was
necessary to have the aims and objectives of
the DXpedition clearly defined. They would
be as follows:
1) To promote HF DXing for the younger
generation and newly licensed hams

•

2) To provide as many amateurs with a
new country as possible and for top
stations to make as many band/mode
slots with the Maldives as possible
3) To show that it is possible for a group of
youngsters to organise and run a
DXpedition and to encourage similar
future operations.
In January I set out to find a suitable
operating location (preferably a 5-Star
hotel!) in the Maldives. Around New Year I
received an email from Steve, G4JVG,
saying he and his wife were off on holiday
to the Maldives and had I decided on an
island? I said 'no', and Steve suggested he
could 'check out the place he and Eva were
staying'. I replied 'yes please!' Steve very
kindly carried out a 'site survey' at the
Lohifushi Island Resort in North Male
Atoll. It appeared extremely suitable, and

2 x FT900 HF transceiver. Loaned by
RSGB IOTA

preparation: especially making sure all the
gear connected together and was working
beforehand and talking to previous visitors
to get hints and tips.

The final day soon arrived and I had to
dismantle all the gear and pack my bags.
The X-ray machine at the airport wasn't
working so all suitcases were being
searched by hand during check-in. I was all
ready to explain the 25mtrs of ribbon cable,
bits of wire, plugs and sockets, duck tape,
boxes of electronic wizardry etc. to the army
officer, but in the event he wasn't
interested; I think he thought I was just a
little mad for carrying all that rubbish on
holiday!

So where to next? I ask myself ....

Some C56/G4IRN statistics:

Looking back on my first DXpedition, I can
say it was a complete success in terms of
meeting my target 5000 QSOs and also an
enjoyable holiday. The key to its success
was definitely in the planning and

•

'Transceiver: Kenwood TS-50S (100
watts)

•

Antenna: 10mtr vertical wire with a
single sloping radial fed with 450 Ohm
ribbon through an MFJ 971 ATU

•

Toshiba 486 laptop running SDX by
www.ei5di.com

•

Samson ETM9C keyer

•

Nikei switched mode PSU

Breakdown by Band:
SSB

CW

Band

SA

OC

NA

EU

AS

AF

40m

0

177

177

2.8%

0

32%

64%

0

1.2%

30m

0

292

292

5.1%

0

I 3.7%

77.4%

2.8%

1.0%

20m

3

1265

1268

2.0%

0.6%

18.6%

72.7%

5.5%

0.6%

17m

0

1057

1057

3.8%

0.2%

15.7%

72.6%

7.1%

0.7%

74.7%

3.0%

0.7%

•

IC-756PRO II. Loaned by 1COM UK

15m

315

1926

2241

4.3%

•

0.2%

17.1%

SRW Loudenboomer Amplifier. Loaned
by G4JVG

12m

0

379

379

5.5%

0

18.9%

71.8%

0.8%

0.3%

10m

1

362

363

6.3%

0.3%

16.8%

74.7%

0.8%

1.1%

Total
QSOs

319

5458

5777

3.9%

0.3%

17.7%

73.5%

3.9%

0.7%

•

Carolina Windom. Donated by Waters
and Stanton

•

A3S 3 element triband Yagi. Loaned by
FSDXA

•

A3WS+30 3 element triband Yagi.
Loaned by FSDXA

•

Trident 5 element 6m Yagi. Supplied by
Nevada, loaned by UKSMG

•

2 x 25ft mast. Loaned by GOOPB

The thought occurred to me early on that we
might have an issue with the weight
allowance being 100kg for the four of us.
So, I wrote to the Monarch Airlines MD,
and the airline agreed to my requested
allowance of 300kg, just under a third of a
ton, which I thought would be sufficient.
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uncovered the microphone!) I found that
operating simplex I was holding the rate at
about 130 QSOs/hour.

DXCC entities worked: 98

Further Details:
G4IRN website: www.qsl.net/g4irn
G4IRN email: g4int@qsl.net
Senegambia Beach Hotel: www.senegambiahotel.com , Tel - +220 462717 /8/9
GAMTEL contact: Mr Sita Ceesay - sita@gamtel.gm , Tel - +220 229296
The Gambia Experience: www.gambia.co.uk
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the advert where the scantily clad young
ladies crawl all over the man wearing it!

I didn't have the heart to tell him, but he
seemed well pleased with his gift from
England.

So all was packed and prepared and I
checked in at Gatwick on Friday September
6th. The weight limit on the baggage was
stated at 20kg. My suitcase weighed in at
37kg but after seeing some of the boxes and
huge suitcases that the travelling Gambians
were carrying, I realised that my case was
small fry and it was checked in without a
blink. I was also carrying a ski bag with a
couple of fibreglass telescopic poles and a
rucksack with personal effects and a laptop
computer.

In practice, my vertical antenna was
excellent with Stateside and European
signals very strong across the sea paths.
Many JA long path QSOs were made in the
mornings and I was also called by some
quite choice DX: KH6, WHO, ZL, VK,
VK9N; 1 also had a QSO with the special
event station W2002WTC on Sept 1 1 th. I
didn't bother with the doublet in the end as
the vertical was going great guns and QRN
on the lower bands was a problem,
especially with it being the rainy season. On
the subject of rain, it absolutely poured
down for a short period every day with
some quite magnificent electrical storms.

I arrived at the hotel at about 7pm after a
short coach transfer. I had a sked planned
with my father (G4IRM) on 20m SSB at
9pm so I had time to get the antenna in
place and get the kit set up. When Steve,
G3VMW was staying at the same hotel, he
used a doublet between two trees with the
centre held up with a similar telescopic pole
to the one I was using. I had planned to do
likewise, but to get me going quickly I
simply ran a wire up the fibreglass pole and
a single radial of the same length sloping
down to a tree. I fed them with 450-Ohm
ribbon cable through an ATU (a semivertical doublet?). With everything in place,
a quick CQ on 21MHz and the pile-up
started! Unfortunately, when I came to the
sked with my father, RF in the shack caused
the PSU to close down. Although we missed
it that night, we were later able to chat on
the phone and arrange a sked on 15m SSB.

Local time in The Gambia is the same as
GMT. Most days I was operating from
around 07:00 when I woke up, with a break
for breakfast around 08:00 for 45 minutes,
then another two to three hours before the
bands died down. That was the opportunity
for a lie on the beach before getting back
into the operating again in the mid afternoon
until 19:00, a couple of hours off for
evening meal and a few beers and then the
final session until I dropped at around
00:30. There were several other people at
the hotel who were travelling alone, so it
was quite easy to find company for eating
out, going for a beer etc. I could have really
boosted my QSO total (and %age of North
American contacts) by staying up later into
the early hours but I found my CW was
getting a bit ropey by midnight, particularly
after a few beers! The biggest pileups were
on the weekend; things got a bit dead during
the day whilst Europe was at work.

I was glad to have contacted Ron G3NKO
prior to my departure who's a part time
resident of Gambia (C56RF). He offered
me the phone number of his driver who
turned out to be very useful, not only
knowing the exact whereabouts of the
Gamtel office but able to give me a tour too.
Mr Ceesay at Gamtel waived my licence fee
due to the 'lost' application that I'd sent and
the conversation moved on to life in
England and the demise of Manchester
United. I handed the Lynx underarm
deodorant to him and he promptly
proceeded to spray it on his face and wrists!

This being my first DXpedition, I wasn't
sure how I would manage the huge pileups.
The best ones were with the US stations:
short and snappy replies allowing me to
keep up at about 200 QS0s/hour. The
European stations tended to procrastinate
somewhat, bringing QSO rates down to
almost half that at times. During the one
main excursion I had onto SSB (once I had
24

All year I can remember counting down the
days for departure — it always seemed so far
away, but 27th July finally came — it was a
day before departure!

manager was expecting us, he organised a
speedboat for our transfer free of charge
whilst the equipment travelled by Dhoni,
which took three times as long.

I have no hesitation in saying that this was
the busiest day of my life! Thoughts were
running through my mind like "have I
remembered everything", "what if...", and
"is my passport valid" (well, not quite that
bad!). The 300kg of equipment was
transported using 2 large aluminium boxes
on loan by Tony GOOPB, and the antennas
fitted quite nicely in two of uncle's ski
bags! We collected a large Transit van
locally, which my Dad drove to Gatwick
whilst I collected the Spanish team member
from Stansted Airport, arriving from his
hometown Bilbao.

The time now was 18:00 local on arrival at
the hotel — we were finally there! I met up
with the manager Mr Ibrahim Saeed and he
offered his assistance on antenna erection
and any other equipment and tools we
would require. As all team members we so
tired, we tracked down our 4 huts and went
straight to sleep, setting the alarm clocks for
06:30 hrs for a pre antenna build site survey.
First Impressions

Morning came and in the light first
impressions were not good, with dense
vegetation surrounding the outskirts of the
bungalows. However, I came up with the
idea that we could locate the two main HF
Yagis between our 4 huts, thereby reducing
RF blocking and disturbance to other hotel
users. So we ran with this idea and, after
clearing our plans with Ibrahim, got
building. It took around 5 hours to build and
erect the antennas on the masts. The
Windom was attached to two palm trees
with thanks to a local Maldivan guy, who
seemed to be the local monkey having
climbed 40f1. It was not perfect due to the
dense vegetation surrounding the antenna,
but for now it would do.

Robert and Tony and I fortunately arrived at
Gatwick Airport within 5 minutes!
Everything was unloaded and we made our
way to check-in. Whilst in the queue, I was
approached by a Monarch Airlines check-in
supervisor and he said "would you like to
explain this, sir", having seen the 300kg of
luggage. I replied "certainly", and handed
the letter over from the MD and I was not
surprised to hear that his next words were
"thank you, that's fine sir", and we were
bumped to the front of the queue —
excellent!
The total weight was 268kg — phew!
We then met up with Fabian, DJIYFK who
arrived at 17:00 from Amsterdam. He
checked-in, and before long we boarded the
A330 airbus for the 11 hour flight to the
Indian Ocean. Whilst on the aircraft we
discussed the plan of action on arrival at
Male and the hotel and I made sure that
everyone understood all aspects of the
DXpedition manual, which I had produced
and distributed months in advance.

The three stations were all assembled and
the expedition was ready to go. This was a
magical moment for me — after a year of
planning and 8Q7ZZ is ready, but I was not
satisfied until I saw QS0s being made. On
30th August at 12:00 UTC I made the first
QSO on 21.295 with a station in European
Russia before handing over to MOTTT to
continue and DJIYFK on 18.145. Before
long, the pile-ups were huge with both
stations operating in split mode after a
couple of minutes. The QSO rate for the
first night peaked around 400 in one hour.
6m was instantly running in beacon mode
and we were regularly checking our TV
frequency list that Mike Ci3SED had
prepared for us.

On arrival at Male Airport it was hot — 33
degrees, but more of a shock was the
humidity of 90%. It took 3 hours to get from
the aircraft, through customs and ready for
the transfer but unfortunately we missed our
boat. However, as the Lohifushi Hotel
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6m Opens

the highest point of the Maldives at 3
metres! The team were split up (not in radio
terms!) as all the shop owners made us go to
their shop, and try their grandfather's
restaurant. So Tony and I took lunch at a
nice hidden restaurant in the central part of
the city.

First day, nothing. Second day, nothing. On
the third day, I was running a pile up on
10m and a JA station said "You're 59,
thanks for 6m QSO". I thought he must have
made a mistake until a second station
reported the same and I thought, I wonder. 1
dropped the pile up and ran over to the 6m
but and Robert was on QSO number 80 with
a huge pile up to JA! That evening we had a
little celebration, but this opening returned
nearly every day of the DXpedition, which
was a good excuse for a few drinks! On day
8, 50.110 came alive with European stations
and MOTTT logged 70 — with 10 from the
UK, one of which was our chairman John,
G3LAS.

The boat trip back to the hotel took 30
minutes, which for me was most pleasant as
the route was straight past the airport
runway as an Airbus was departing — what a
beautiful sight!

8Q7ZZ QSO statistics:

Total number
QSOs

of 25,424 in 10 days
and 10 nights

Total CW QSOs

15,923

Total SSB QSOs

9301

Total Data QSOs

201

DXCC

169

6m QSOs

330

6m DXCC
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A One-Man DXpedition
By John Warburton, G4IRN (g4im@qsl.net)

Goodbyes

On the 12th, we were ready for boarding the
Dhoni back to the airport. As we said
goodbye to Ibrahim the manager he asked
us to have a drink with him and he would
arrange a speedboat just for us. We were
most grateful and had a final relaxing drink
on the beach at the wonderful Lohifusi
Resort.

6m likely open times was generally HF
quiet time at around 08:00 — 12:00 hrs,
although HF was still quiet from 02:00
UTC, but even at these times every so often
G3NUG would call in and say "keep going
Mark" when there would be no other
stations at all!

Once we got to the airport the customs
procedure was thankfully not as intense as
arrival and we got through in about 10
minutes. Tired and exhausted, we landed at
Gatwick on time 20:40 on the 12th and were
greeted by Dad, G3WRO, Andy M5ZAP
(Robert's father), and Stefan, 2E1HAX. 1
felt very sorry for Tony and Fabian who
both had to wait a further 8 hours for their
connecting flights to Bilbao and
Amsterdam.

After 10 days and 10 nights, 8Q7ZZ shut
down on HF at 19:15 UTC when I made the
last QSO on 14.195 with a WH6 station. We
all got an early night ready for dismantling
antennas the next day. The pileups were still
there at this time, but unfortunately you
can't go on forever. On the morning of the
10th after breakfast, the team dismantled all
antennas and stations, packed and ready to
go by evening. The last antenna to come
down was the 6m antenna, which stayed on
air throughout the day — and a good job too,
as when the A3S was half way down a JA
pile up appeared, so with time on our hands,
Fabian attended to the excited Japanese
public and worked a further 50 stations on
the magic band.

The Crystal Clear DX Group's DXpedition
to the Maldives managed 25,424 QSOs
between four operators and two stations
(and a 6m station) during 10 days/nights.
We are most grateful to all of our sponsors
and to the following for their personal
support: Neville G3NUG, John G3WGV,
Tony GOOPB, Steve G4JVG, Andy
M5ZAP, Keith G3WRO, Phil G3SWH
(thanks for doing the QSLing job Phil!) and
Tim G4VXE. A full list of sponsors can be
found at the expedition web site
www.8q7zz.com . In conclusion thank you
to everyone who worked 8Q7ZZ and here's
to a bright future for Amateur Radio and HF
DXing.

With everything packed and our QSO target
achieved, the team went to the capital city
Male on Sunday 11th August. It's a very
interesting place and very small — the whole
island measures about I km x 2km with very
little free space available. During the tour
we had the privilege of climbing the
mountain on the island — or so called as it is
22

Having got back into amateur radio last year
after a break of 20 years, I soon found that I
was suffering from a serious case of the DX
bug. Indeed, the seriousness of the outbreak
manifested itself in a conversation one
evening (over a few beers, of course) with
Roger Western, G3SXW, when I said to him
that I was thinking of prescribing myself
some convalescence on a DX holiday. The
Gambia quickly came up as a prime
candidate: not been active on CW for some
time (my preferred mode of operation), easy
to get a licence and relatively cheap getting
there.

would get the licence. All three of my
contacts had stayed at the Senegambia
Beach Hotel and could recommend room
numbers to operate from. I e-mailed the
hotel seeking permission to operate if I
stayed there. They not only obliged but
offered assistance in putting antennas up
too. I liked the sound of that!
The Gambia Experience

After a trawl of travel agencies, 'The
Gambia Experience' came up as the only
tour operator that flies to The Gambia out of
season and the Senegambia Beach Hotel
was in their brochure. I planned to travel in
early September, the rainy season, not the
most popular time of year for most visitors
but probably better for me as it was cheaper
and less crowded. I took the plunge and
booked, requesting to be put in upper C
block in a room suitable for amateur radio.

I thought about my objectives. Since this
was my first DXpedition I wasn't sure how
I'd cope with the pileups. Roger suggested
that I set myself a target of about 5000
QSOs for a one week trip, that's about 1000
a day allowing for some time off for
sightseeing, getting the licence, lying on the
beach etc. I was well experienced at
travelling alone in third world countries, so
wasn't worried about that.

I was a little concerned about the licence as
my arrival was planned for a Friday and the

Gamtel office wasn't open until the
following Monday. I suggested to Gamtel
that I sent a cash payment and paperwork in
advance so that everything was in order on
my arrival. Even though I sent it registered
post, Mr. Ceesay claimed it never arrived.
He told me via e-mail, however, that it was
alright for me to operate straight away on
my arrival and I should pop into his office
on the Monday. Asking if he would like a
`gift' brought over from England (purely to
oil the wheels of bureaucracy, of course) he
stated that he would like some Lynx
deodorant spray! I guess he must have seen

Next step was to make more detailed plans
so I searched on the web and DX Summit
archives for previous activity from C5. This
brought up three likely contacts: Steve
G3VMW, Hans DL7CM and C56RF. The
latter turned out to be Ron G3NKO, more
about him later. The contacts provided me
with very useful information about where to
stay, licensing and antenna possibilities. An
e-mail off to Mr Sita Cessay at Gamtel
brought me a quick reply; a visit to his
office on the Monday morning of arrival
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RSGB HF & IOTA Convention — October 2002
(Thanks to G3LAS for the photos)

8Q7XX DXpedition to the Maldives (Page 19)

Frif I/Mr

Foreground: Cushcraft A3WS, background: Trident 6m Yagi

8Q7XX team L to R: Robert MOTTT, Fabian DEYFK,
Mark MODXR, Tony EA2AIJ
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A One-Man DXpedition - C56/G4IRN (Page 23)

Storms of 27 October in the South East (Page 5)

This vertical worked out very well for John's operation

After the storm — G3NUG is now
all set for moon-bounce on 40, 17
or 12m!

The attractive C56/G4IRN QSL card
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